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f1, INTRODUCTION
NASA is considering definition and development of Multi-
Mission Support Equipment (MMSE). NASA needs to understand which
support equipment under consideration is potentially useful for DoD
STS payloads as they are currently planned. The objective of the
study is to describe, from NASA's point of view, the potential for
NASA/DoD common usage of ancillary equipment.
In the Ancillary Equipment Study the ancillary equipment
needs for DoD payloads were examined. These equipment needs were
then matched against the MMSE planned by NASA for study or definition by
NASA in the coming year. Thirty-four on-line MMSE items are potentially
applicable to one or more DoD payloads in the near term. Similarly,
19 of the launch site MMSE are candidates for application to DoD payloads.
These 53 candidate equipments were then examined in light of the ancillary
equipment needs in accordance with DoD STS/payload interface contractor
*	 studies and the data available on near-term DoD STS payloads. The
end products of this effort are the descriptions of the potentially appli-
cable MMSE items to DoD payloads, as described on the MMSE Data
Sheets presented in Section 5 and summarized in Section 2.
Y
In accomplishing this study, the MMSE was taken
directly from the NASA MMSE catalogs (see References 1 and 2).
Whenever possible, the MMSE was used in accordance with the descrip-
tion furnished in the Martin Marietta study. If modifications to the
MMSE description appeared to be desirable for the purpose of enhancing
the applicability to DoD payloads, the recommendation for such modi-
fication is described on the MMSE Data Sheets presented in Section 5.
The orbiter/payload interface used in these studies was that presented by Rock-
well International in the DoD STS Payload Interface Concept Studies > (see
References 3 and 4).
1-1
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The initial upper stage (IUS) assumed for this study uses
solid propellant rocket engines. 	 The IUS/payload structural interface
is identical to the Transtage interface. 	 Performance and other features
1
assumed for the IUS are those described in the STS Users' Guide, Section
10 (see Ref. 5).	 These latter data represent a so-called "generic" IUS.
8
The STS/payload interface studies used as a basis for DoD 	 {
ancillary equipment needs in this study have been accomplished by DoD
contractors over the past three years ( see Refs. 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10).
These studies covered six DoD satellites plus a Radio Isotope Thermo-
electric Generator (RTG).	 Thus the ancillary equipment needs for these
six satellites could be defined adequately. Six other satellite projects
from the DoD Space Mission Model (FY 1980 through FY 1991), Revision
4 (see Ref. 11), were also covered by this study. 	 The interface equip-
ment needs for these six other satellites are similar to the needs for
one or more of the six satellites studied by DoD STS payload interface
study contractors.
The tasks covered in this report were accomplished in the
l!
period April through September 1975.
	 "
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2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The Multi-Mission Support Equipment (MMSE) potentially
applicable to the six DoD payloads studied are listed in Table 2-1.
The table indicates the individual satellite projects to which each MMSE
is applicable. In addition, the table indicates which equipments are
applicable to multiple payload configurations when more than one
project's payload would be flown on the STS. For instance, when
the equipment is used only if the DSCS satellite were flown either with
the DSP or FSC satellites, or could be flown with a non-DoD satellite,
it is indicated in the column under multiple payload. The number of
other DoD satellite projects listed in the DoD Space Mission Model
to which each of the equipments is potentially applicable is listed in
the column headed "other."
Table Z-Z summarizes the potential applicability of MMSE
to the DoD and non-DoD payloads. The applicability to the non-DoD
payloads is that determined in the Martin Marietta MMSE study (see
Refs. 1 and 2, and 12 through 17). The NASA status for each of the MMSE
items listed is shown in accordance with the recommendations made
by MLSFC to NASA Headquarters in the June MMSE review. Also shown
are the date of the first flight which has a potential need for each of
the equipments recommended for DoD application and an estimate of
the first date on which interface definition information would be needed
by a DoD payload project.
In the near term STS era, 15 on-line MMSE items were
found to have one or more potential users among the DoD payload
projects. Eight of the 15 MMSE items are associated with the IUS/
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MMSE
-
NUMBER OF POTENTIAL SATELLITE APPLICATIONS
DoDNASA & Civil Potential Need
Name
Identi-
fication DoD (1)
NASA -
Status(?)1980, 19811980-1991 FlightDate InterfaceDef. Date
IUS/Payload Structure
Payload Interface Adapters PIA-2 2- 3 17 Group II 1981 Early '76
Payload Interface Adapters PIA-3 7 3 15 Group II 1981 Early '76
Payload Mounting Beam XPMB-1 1 4 24(3) Group II 1983 1978
Payload Mounting Beam XPMB-2 95
2 +Mutt(
1 2156]
?4
Group II 1981 Early 176
----Payload Mounting Beam PMB-2 4 Group II ----
Payload Spacer XPLS-2 2
5)
2 ?2(7)
22(8) Group II 1981
Early 176
Payload Spacer XPLS-3 1 +Mul
5)
2
20(9)
Group II
II
1981 Early 176
----Payload Spacer PLS-4 1 +Mul 0 Group ----
IUS/Tug Adapter ITA-1 1 +Mul±(5) >_0 (10) >0(10) Group II ---- ----
Payload Service Plates PSP-1,2 10 All All (81) Group Ii 1981 Early 176
Separation Latch & Push-Off SLP-1 10 All All (81) Group II 1981 Early '76
Orbiter /Payload Structure
Automated Payload Support APS-1 1 4 13 Group III ---- ----
General Purpose Platform GPP-2 3 20(12) 20( 12) Group II 1980 1975
Payload Shroud 06-02 1 3 17 Group III 1981 1976
RTG Cooling Unit 06-01 1 1, 11 Group 1II 1981(13) ---
STS/Payload Power & Avionics Group IT,
Orbiter/Payload Service Cable 05-01 Mult(14) 5 31 Group III 1981 Early 176
and J-Box
Orbiter/Payload Servicing 05-03 Al10+Mull" 6 54 1981 Early'76
Cable (IUS Deployed)
Payload Umbilical CablingY	 g 05-04 10 +Mult(5) 7 55 1981 arty '76(IUS Deployed)_'
_Purge System 06-03 1 5 20 Group III 1983 1978
Table 2-2. Summary of Potential Applicability of MMSE and Recommendations
(Notes on page 2-4)
	
v= Recommended for consideration as potential joint venture, NASA/DOD.
Table 2-2.	 Summary of Potential Applicability of MMSE'
And Recommendations (Cont'd)
N ote s
1. Pre-Tug era.
2. Group II - Recommended for FY 78 start; Group III - Candidates for study in FY 76.
3. Small diameter multiple (side-by-side) payloads using PIA-1, -2, or equivalent pay-
load interface diameter up to 86 inches.
4. Individual and multiple (tandem) payloads using PIA-I, -2, -3, or equivalent payload
interface diameter up to 131 inches.
5. 'fwo different payloads sharing IUS flight (DSCS-II and DSP, DSCS -II and FSC);
IUS operator may be the user.
N
6. Individual and multiple (tandem) payloads using 'PIA- 1, -2, -3, -4, or equivalent
payload interface diameter up to 172 inches.
7. Payloads with kick stagesand some multiple (tandem) payloads,
8. For tandem-mounted payloads.
9`. For large diameter, 'tandem-mounted payloads.
10. As required for IUS flights with large diameter payloads.
11. General Purpose Platform recommended instead.
12. Potential payloads include carry-on-pallet overflow and those with special viewing
constraints.
en
13. Needed in 1981 by NASA; DoD need date not known.
14. Modified to service IUS in payload bay with add-a-cable approach.
payload structural interface (see Table 2-2). The General Purpose
Platform (GPP-2) could be used to mount anyone of three DoD payloads
piggyback in the orbiter bay in the Spacelab tunnel. Even though the4	
Automated Payload Support (APS-1) could be applied to at least the DMSP
payload, it is not recommended for further consideration as a common
NASA/DoD equipment since (1) the General Purpose Platform is
expected to be a preferred method of support, and (2) excessive
dynamic loads for cantilever-mounted payloads are expected. ,A
payload shroud may be needed by at least one DoD payload (DSP) and
MMSE item 06-02 is large enough to accommodatethe DSP. In addition,
the low earth altitude payloads SOSS and DMSP may need shrouds. If
the MMSE shroud can be mounted from the payload itself, it may be
applicable to the DMSP payload as well.
The RTG Cooling Unit (06 -01) satisfies the DoD cooling
p
capacity requirements and could be a common MMSE item for DoD and
NASA.
The Orbiter/Payload Servicing Cable (IUS Deployed) MMSE
item (05-03) is potentially useful to at least ten DoD payloads andsome
multiple payloads on the IUS. The Payload Umbilical Cabling (05 -04)
which mates with the servicing cable could also be used. Another
MMSE item labeled Orbiter/Payload Service Cable, and J-Box (05 - 01)
would be applicable to multiple payload configurations in the payload
bay if some weight reduction modifications to the approach could be
incorporated.
The MMSE Purge System (06-03) could be used by the DoD
payload DMSP to satisfy purging and cooling requirements.
2-5
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Table 2-3 summarizes the potential applicability of launch
site MMSE to DoD payloads. Of the 19 MMSE items studied, 13 were
determined to be potentially applicable to DoD. The applicability of
the remaining six items could not be determined at this time. These
j	 equipment iterrLs are fluid ,servic-e units and further definition of the
DoD satellites is needed to determine whether or not the services are
required.
Of the 13 launch site MMSE items applicable to DoD payloads,
six are STS-peculiar and therefore are expected to be new developments.
These are the containers (items -10 and • 11), the transponders (items
-39 and -41), the mechanical payload simulator (item -07), and the
interface verification equipment (IVE). Each of these items is recom-
mended for -consideration as potential NASA/DoD°ancillary equipment.
The remaining seven launch site MMSE items applicable to
DoD payloads (platforms,_ handling fixtures, slings, stands, and service
units) are expected to be in existence at the time the STS is phased in
as the payload launch vehicle. When the STS payload launch site facilities
are better defined, these seven items should be reviewed again to see
if the ,existing equipments are .applicable to and compatible with theI STS facilities:
Although a justification task -vas not a part of this study,
it is expected that DD'T&E costs would be lowered for both DoD and
NASAby sponsoring common interface equipments (MMSE). In addi-
tion, there are potential advantages for system operators, Orbiter
turnaround costs and payload installation time couldbe saved by the
use of common on-line interface equipment. The use of a standard iinterface between the IUS and the NASA and ,DOD payloads would greatly
facilitate the IUS operation with multiple payloads.
?i
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Table 2-3. Summary, Launch Site MMSE Applicable to DoD Payloads
MMSE
Total
APPLICABILITY
Also Used
Item No. Of In First
Number Name Payloads KSC VAFB Factory(l) Used
KMA-MH-O6 -Access Platform, 9 Yes Yes Yes FY 81
Spacecraft Assembly
Stand, Vertical
KMA-MH- 10 Container, Payload 9 Yes No Yes FY 81
KMA-MH- 1.1 Container, Payload 10 Yes Yes Yes FY 80
Element
KMA-MH- 19 Fixture, Payload 2 Yes Yes Yes FY 82
Handling
KMA-MH-27 Sling Set, Multipurpose 12 Yes Ye,,,. Yes FY 80
KMA-MR-34 Stand, Spacecraft 12 Yes Yes Yes FY 80
Assembly, Vertical
KMA-MH-39 Transporter, Payload 2 Yes Yes Yes FY 82
Container, Horizontal
KMA-MH-41 Transporter, Payload 9 Yes No Yes FY 81
Container, Vertical/
Element
KMA-MT-07 Simulator, Payload, N/A(?-) Yes Yes Yes FY 80
Mechanical
(1) Same, or similar equipment required for factory processing.
(2) Item is used to verify other support equipment and is not applicable to specific payloads.
MM.SE
Total
APPLICABILITY
Also Used
Item No. Of In First
Number Name Payload s KSC VAFB Factor y( 1 ) Used
KMB-AH-30 Stand, Work, Payload 1.1 Yes Yes Yes FY 81
Assembly/Test
Horizontal
KMB-MS-01 Set, Hydrazine Service 12_ Yes Yes Yes FY 80
KMB-MS-02 Set, Instrument Gas (TBD)
Service
KMB7MS-03 Set, Liquid Heligm (TBD)
Service
KMB-MS-04 Set, Liquid Hydrogen (TBD)
Service
KMB-MS-09 Cart, Payload Purge 3 Yes Yes Yes FY 81
KMB-SS-03 Set, 'Liquid Nitrogen (TBD)
Service
KMB-SS-04 Set, Liquid Neon (TBD)
Service
KMB`-SS-05 Set, Liquid Oxygen (TBD)'
Service
(None) Interface Verification 12 Yes Yes Yes FY 80
Equipment (IVE)
F
U
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3. MULTI-MISSION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (MMSE) LISTS
This section presents the MMSE lists selected for use in
this study. The selections were made by Aerospace Corporation and
approved by NASA. Guidance in selecting the equipments was obtained
from MSFC (Wilbur Thompson) in the case of the on-line (or airborne)
MMSE and from KSC ( Charles Hart and John Twigg) for launch site MMSE..
Oa-line MMSE items to be considered were limited to those on which
MSFC was recommending further effort in FY 76 (see Reference 18).
Only MMSE applicable to automated payloads was considered. MMSE
applicable to sortie payloads only was omitted since the DoD mission
model contained no sortie missions. The .launch site MMSE selected
was that identified by KSC as either Category A (required item) or
Category ,B (proposed item).
r 3.1	 LAUNCH SITE MMSE LIST SELECTED FOR STUDYk
Table 3-1 presents the launch site MMSE GSE ancillary
equipment which was selected for consideration in this study.
3.2	 ON-LINE MMSE LIST SELECTED FOR STUDY
Table 3-2p resents the on-line MMSE list selected for
consideration in this study,	 3
1
y
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Table 3 -10 Launch Site MMSE, GSE Ancillary Equipment
To Be Considered in Study, KSC Recommended
MMSE Equipment List
	
KSC	 Martin	 NameGrouping Item Number
KSC CATEGORY A MMSE ITEMS
	
1	 KMA-MH-10 Container, Payload
KMA-MH-'11 Container, Payload Element
2 KMA-MH-39 Transporter, Payload Container, Horizontal
KMA-MH-41 Transporter, Payload Container, Vertical/
Element
3 KMA-MH-19 Fixture, Payload Handling
4 KMA-MT-07 Simulator, Payload, Mechanical
KSC CATEGORY B MMSEITEMS
1 KMB-MS-03 -Set, Liquid Helium Service
KMB-MS-04 Set, Liquid Hydrogen Service
KMB-SS-03 Set, Liquid Nitrogen Service
KMB-SS-04 Set, Liquid Neon Service
k KMB-SS-05 Set, Liquid Oxygen Service
2 KMB-AH-30 Stand, Work, Payload Assembly/Test, 3
Horizontal
3 KMB-MS-02 Set, Instrument Gas Service
KMB-MS-09 Cart, Payload Purge
4 KMB-MS-01 Set, Hydrazine Service
5 KMA-MH-06 Access Platform, Spacecraft Assembly Stand,
Vertical
KMA-MH-27 Sling Set, Multipurpose 1
KMA-MH-34 Stand, Spacecraft Assembly, Vertical
------------------
JSC MMSE ITEM
-------7------ ---------------------J
IVE Interface Verification Equipment (See
Rockwell International Study)
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Table 3-2. On-Line MMSE To Be Considered In Study
MSFC Recommended On-Line MMSE List
.Automated Payloads Only
GROUP I MMSE ITEMS - RECOMMENDED FOR FY 77 START
1. PSS
Z. Transportation System for Outsized Payloads (Incl. Canister)
3. Contamination Monitor and Control
GROUP II MMSE ITEMS - RECOMMENDED FOR FY 78 START
1. Payload Interface Adapter (PIA-3)
2. Payload Interface Adapter (PIA-1)
3. Payload Interface Adapter (PIA-2)
4. Payload Services Plate (PSP-2)
5. Separation Latch and Push-Off Assembly (SLP-1)
6. Payload Services Plate (PSP-l)
7. Payload Mounting Beam (XPMB-1)
8. Payload Mounting Beam (XPMB-2)
9. Payload Interface Adapter (XPIA-1)
10. Payload Mounting Beam (XPMB-3)
11. Payload Spacer (XPLS-3)
12. Payload Spacer (XPLS-2)
13. Payload Spacer (XPLS-4)
14. General Purpose Platform
GROUP II MMSE ITEMS - OTHER PRIME CANDIDATES FOR FY 78 START
1. Auxiliary Power Unit
2. TV Camera (1024 Line)
3. TV Camera (Commercial)
4. Earth/Moon/Sun Sensor
GROUP III MMSE ITEMS TO BE STUDIED IN FY 76
1. Orbiter/Payload Service Cable and J-Box Assembly (Automated)
2. Payload Umbilical Cabling (Automated)'
3. IUS Deployed Payload Cable and J-Box Assembly
4. Payload Umbilical Cabling (IUS)
5., Payload Service Cable (IUS)
6.` Orbiter/Payload Service Lines and Connector Plate Assembly
7. Orbiter/IUS Deployed Payload Service Lines
8. Payload Service Lines Routed via IUS (IUS-Auto)
9. - Payload Umbilical_ Support (PUS -1)
10. Protective Shroud
11. R TG Cooling Unit
12.. Extendible Boom #'1
13. Structural Cradle/Tilt Table`
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4. DOD PAYLOAD AND STS/PAYLOAD INTERFACE DATA
The DoD payload information used in the Ancillary Equipment
Study was taken from two sources. The classified DoD Space Mission
Model (Revision 4) lists data describing the gross satellite character-
istics officially sanctioned for use in this study. The DoD STS/Payload
Interface Studies have been made using payload information which differs
from that contained in the mission model. The latter data are unclassi-
fied and generally correspond to current satellite characteristics.
Six DoD satellites (DSCS-II, FSC, DSP, GPS, SOSS, and DMSP) were
studied.
The STS payload interface equipment needs were derived
from the contractor study information. If the need for the equipment
was expected to be affected by the changes in satellite characteristics
1	 exhibited in the DoD Space Mission Model, the study result was altered
► ;	 to account for this effect.
The DoD STS/payload interface contractors studied on-line
integration and the DoD needs for the payload changeout room. No
consideration was given to the need for GSE (launch site .MMSE) in
these studies. The assessment of the utility of the launch site MMSE
was thus limited to consideration of the gross characteristics and
potential requirements for the DoD payloads. This was appropriate
since only verbal descriptions (as opposed to descriptions with numerical
values for equipment characteristics) were available for most of the
launch site MMSE.
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Although the STS/Payload Interface Study contractors for
DoD recommended some equipments for the payload specialists functio
at the Payload Specialist Station (PSS) in the orbiter, these were not
assessed as a part of this effort. The PSS equipments were eliminated
because of the DoD guidance directing a minimal payload/STS interface
which was issued subsequent to the contractors' studies and applies
to the near-term DoD STS payloads.
	
4.1	 DOD PAYLOAD DATA SHEETS
As a part of the Ancillary Equipment Study, a DoD Payload
Data Sheet format was derived and the data available from the DoD
STS/payload interface contractor studies (Ref. 6 through 10) were sum
marized on these data sheets for use in this payload interface study. T
data sheets are on file at Aerospace. The interface equipment needs
derived in the references are summarized in Section 4. 2.
	
4. 2	 _DOD ON-LINE ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT NEEDS LIST
The on-line ancillary equipment needs for the six DoD pay-
loads studied by DoD contractors, plus the radioisotope thermoelectric
generator (RTG), are checked off in Table 4-1. The equipment is listed
t
as well as the DoD study in which it is applicable. The satellites to
which each of the equipments apply are indicated on the table. As can
been seen from the table, many of the equipments apply to several
satellites, suggesting that there is a potential for common equipments
across several of the -satellite programs.
E
a
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Table 4-1. Summary of DOD On-Line Ancillary Equipment Needs
(From DoD STS/Payload Interface Contractor Study
Reports)(1)
m
DoD Study .Interface Study Satellite With Requirement
Potential
R. I. (2) MDAC DSCS-I1 DSP FSC DMSP SOSS RTG GPSEquipment or Kit
Or
Required
Tug Interface
OOS (Tug) Adapter P 1973
S/C Retrieval Ring/Adapter P 1973 X X X
OOS Electrical interface and P- 1973.
Digit Interleaver
Recovery Control Unit: (Tug) P 1973 X X X
IUS/Payload Adapters R :.1974 X X
Orbiter/Payload. Cradle or Pallet R 1975 X X X X X X. X
-------------°----------------
Cabling and Associated: Equipment
-------
R
-------
1975
-------
1974
--------
X
--------
X X X X XFlight Umbilical Separation and
Connect /Disconnect at Separa-
tion Interface
Avionics Cabling and Umbilical R 1975 1973/1974 X X X X X X X
Power Cabling R 1975 1974 (3) (3) (3) X X X
Junction Box (Field Joint) R 1975 X X X X
--------------------------------------------------------
X X X
-----------------------------
Fluid Support
-------
---------------
T-0 Umbilical (Also T-0 GSE R 1975 1973 X X X X X X
Umbilical Panel)..
GN2 Supply R 1975 X
Ground Fluids 1975 (3) (3) (3)
Water X
GN2 X
Flight Fluids
-----------------------------
R
-----
1975
-----
(3)
---------------------------------
(3) (3)
Power
--
Power Supply R
R 19750)
1975 X X
XPower Regulator
Power Conditioning 1975 X X
(1) See References
(2) Assessment of MDAC studies except as noted.
(3) I:US provisions (R.I.. assessment)
(4) CPS study.
DoD Study Interface Study Satellite With Requirement
Potential
R. 1. (2) MDAC DSCS-II DSP FSC DMSP SOSS RTC GPSEquipment or Kit
Or
Required
Payload Specialist Station Equipment P
P
1975
1974(3)
X X
X
X X X X
Payload Downlink Test
PCM Test P
P 1975(4) 1974(3) X XCargo Bay Receiving Antennas
P 1974(3) X
X
Spacecraft Power
Software P 1974(3) X(4)Checkout Using PCM Link& CRT P 1975 X
.Scenario P	 - X X X X
Safety Support Equipment R 1974 X X X
-----------------------------------
Mission Specialist Station Equipment
—
P
R
-----------
1975
1975(4)
---
1974(5)
-------
X
X
-------
X
X
-------
X
X
-------
X
-------
X
-----
X
-------
XControl Panel
---------------------------------------------
Electrical Equipments - and Software
R
—
1975
-------
(5)
------- ------- ------- -------
X
-------
X
------- -------
Electrical Ground Isolation
Electrical Control and Distribu- R 1974 X X X X X
Lion Assembly (ECDA)
Software R 1974(5) X X X
------------------------- ----
RTG Cooling Equipment ------------- —
-------
Heated Orbiter Dumpline P 1974. - X
Payload Provided Orbiter MDM P 1975 X
" Boiler, Heat Exchange Pumps, etc. P 1975 X
Tanks and Structure 1975 X
Additional Orbiter Heat Exchanger P 1975 X
and Connector(6)
RTG Encapsulator P 1975
Shroud P 1971 X X
c, g. Ballast R 1975 X X
--------------------------
Payloao Retrieval (End Effector, etc.)
--------
P
-------
1975(4)
------- ------- ------
X
(1) See References
-	 (2) " Assessment of MDAC studies except as noted.
(3) ORT test.
(4) CPS study.s^ (5) C/W
(6)F,
}
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Replaces above two items.
5.	 POTENTIAL DOD APPLICATIONS
5.1	 ON-LINE MMSE LISTS FOR APPLICATION ANALYSIS
There are two conditions which it is necessary to meet in
order for a MMSE item to be carried into the application analysis task 	 l
and the assessment of its applicability to DoD payloads required.
The first condition is that the equipment be a candidate which could
satisfy a DoD interface need. These interface needs are listed in
Section 4.2. The second condition is that the MMSE item be recom-
mended by NASA for further effort, either additional study or definition
and new start. Table 5-1 lists the MMSE described in the MMSE'
Catalog (Reference 1) and indicates which of the conditions each
equipment satisfies. Each equipment which has a "yes" in both of the
two right-hand columns was assessed for applicability to DoD payloads.
If the equipment was needed by DoD but not on the NASA proposed
list, it would normally also be assessed to see if its application was
general enough to. make a recommendation to NASA that the equipment
be given further consideration.
Table 5-2 relates the DoD interface equipment need from
Table 4-1 to the candidate 1 ASA MMSE listed in Table 5-1. Both
Tables 5-1 and 5-2 again indicate the potential commonality between
-DoD ancillary equipment needs and MMSE under consideration by NASA..
In Table 5-2 the "Tug-Only" equipments have been eliminated since
they apply to the far-term DoD payloads which were not considered 	 s
E	 ,
in this study.
3
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yTable 5-1. Ancillary Equipment List Status Prior To
Application Analysis
MMSE Catalog List(l )
Equipment
Catalo
Pagel
Candidate
For DoD
Interface
Need
On NASA
MMSE
List(2)
Transportation, Handling, and Servicin
Equipment(3
Payload Container II-2 Yes Yes
Payload Container Transporter II=4 Yes Yes
Payload Handling Fixture II-6 Yes Yes
Payload Mechanical Simulation Set I1-8 --- Yes
Interface Verification Equipment (4) Yes Yes
Candidate STS/Payload Interface
Equipment
Miniaturized Pointing Mount III-2 - ---
Payload Specialist Station III-5 Yes Yes
Transportation System for Cut- III-9 Yes Yes
sized Payloads
Real Time Contamination Monitor - III-12 ---
 Ye s
28 + 1% VDC Regulator 4 Yes ---
Auxiliary Power Unit 9 'Yes_ Yes
DC-DC Converter - 5 VDC 14 Yes ---
Star Tracker (0.5 arc sec)' 19
Star Tracker (10 arc, sec) 24 --- ---
Sun Sensor 29
Equipment
Catalog
Page(1)
Candidate
For DoD
Interface
Need
On NASA
MMSE
List(2)
Candidate STS/Pa load Interface
Equipment (Cont d)
Horizon Sensor 34 --- ---
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) 39 --- ---
Mini/Micro Computer 44 (3) (3)
Payload Workstations 49 --- ---
TV Camera (1024 Line) 54 --- 'Yes
TV Camera (Commercial) 59 --- Yes
Earth /Moon /Sun Sensor 64 --- ---
Radiation Detector 69 --- ---
Orbiter/Payload Service Cabling 74 Yes Yes
and "J" Box (Orbiter Deployed)
Payload Umbilical Cabling 79 Yes Yes(Orbiter Deployed)
Orbiter/Payload Service Cabling 84 Yes Yes
and "J" Box (IUS Deployed)
Payload Umbilical Cabling (IUS 89 Yes Yes
Deployed)'
Payload Service Cable (IUS) 94 Yes Yes
RTG Cooling Unit 99 Yes Yes
S
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Table 5 -1. Ancillary Equipment List Status Prior To
Application Analysis (Cont'd)
MMSE Catalog List")
iTable 5-1. Ancillary Equipment List Status Prior To
	
x
Application Analysis (Cont'd)
MMS.E Catalog List(l) 	 M
Equipment
Catalo g
Page(l)
Candidate
For DoD
Interface
Need
On NASA
MMSE
List(2)
Candidate STS/Payload Interface
Equipment	 ont'd)—
Payload Shroud 104 Yes Yes
Purge System 109 Yes (3)
Orbiter/Payload Fluid Service 114 Yes Yes
_Line ,s (Orbiter Deployed)
Pallet Mounted Service Lines 119' --- ---
IUS Deployed Payload Fluid 124 Yes Yes
Service .Line s
-Payload Fluid Lines Routed via 129 Yes Yes
IUS /Cradle
Pallet Interface Connector Panel 134 --- ---
Payload Interface Adapter (PIA-1) 139 Yes Ye s( Tug and IUS )
Payload Interface Adapter' (PIA.-2) 144 Yes Yes
.( Tug and IUS
Payload Interface Adapter (PIA-3) 149 Yes Yes( Tug and 'IUS )
Payload Interface Adapter (PIA-4-) 154 Yes ---( Tug. and IUS) ..
Payload Interface Adapter (PIA:-5:)` 159 Yes ---( Tug and IUS
Payload Interface Adapter (XPIA-1) 164 Yes Yes( Tug and IUS )
Equipment
Catalo
Page( 1
Candidate
For Do D
Interface
Need
On NASA
MMSE
List(2)
Candidate STS/ Payload Interface
Equipment	 ont
Payload Mounting Beam ( PMB-1) 169 --- ---
(Tug)
Payload Mounting Beam (PMB-2) 174 Yes ( 3 ) ' ---
(Tug)
Payload Mounting Beam ( PMB- 3) 179 --- - - -
(Tug) 
Payload Mounting Beam (XPMB-1) 184 Yes Yes
Payload Mounting Beam (XPMB -2) 189 Yes Yes
Payload Mounting Beam (XPMB-3) 194 Yes Yes
Payload Spacer (PLS-2) (Tug) 199
--- ---
Payload Spacer (PLS-3) (Tug) 204 --- ---
Payload Spacer (PLS-4) (Tug) 209 Yes (3`) ---
Payload Spacer (PLS-5) (Tug) 214 --- ---
Payload Spacer (PLS-6) (Tug) 219 Yes ---
Payload Spacer (XPLS-2) 224 Yes Yes
Payload Spacer (XPLS-3) 229 Yes Yes
Payload Spacer (XPLS-4) 234 Yes Yes
a
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Table 5-1. Ancillary Equipment List Status Prior To
Application Analysis (Cont'd)
MMSE Catalog List (l )
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Table 5-1. Ancillary Equipment List Status Prior To
C Application Analysis (Cont'd)
MMSE Catalog List(1)
Equipment
Catalogg
Page(1)
Candidate
For Do D
Interface
Need
On NASA
MMSE
List(2)
Candidate STS/ Payload Interface
Equipment	 o nt
Power Hinge and T	 fi Assembly; 239 Yes
(PHL-1)
Spin Separation Module (SS-1) 244 Yes ---
Payload Docking Kit (PDK-1) 249 Yes ---
Payload Docking Kit (PKD'-2) 264 Yes Yes
Payload Services Plate (PSP-1) 259 Yes Yes
Payload Services Plate (PSP-2) 264 Yes Yes
IUS/Tug Adapter,(ITA-1) 269 Yes ---
Separation Latch and Push-Off -`; 274 Yes Yes
Assembly (SLP-1)
Payload Umbilical Support (PUS-1) 279 Yes Yes
Automated Payload Support (APS-1) 284 Yes (3)
Swing/Tilt Table (On-Orbit Service) 289 ---
 - ---
Special Pallet No. 1 294
Special Pallet No. 2 299, --- ---
Removable Pallet Floor No. l 304 --- ---
Removable Pallet Floor No. 2 309
--- ----
Table 5-1.	 Ancillary Equipment List Status Prior To
Application Analysis (Cont'd) r
MMSE Catalog List (1)
s
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Equipment
Catal
PageO
Candidate
For Do D
Interface
Need
On NASA
MMSE
List(2)
Candidate STS/ Payload Interface,,
Equipment Cont
General Purpose Platform No. 1 314 Yes Yes
General Purpose Platform No. 2 319 Yes Yes
Extendible Boom No. 1 324 --- Yes
Extendible Boom No. 2 329 - - - - - -
Extendible Boom No. 3 334 --- -- -
Erection/ Deployment Mechanism 339 --- ---
No. 1
Erection/ Deployment Mechanism 344 - - - - -
No. 2
Erection/ Deployment Mechanism 349 -
No. 3
Module Exchange Mechanism 354 Yes, ---
(Tug)°
Structural Cradle/Tilt Table TBD Yes Yes
No.
Equipment Title
Catalog
PagesDoD Need Candidate NASA MMSE
1.0 IUS Payload Support Payload Interface Adapter (PIA-1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 139-163
Payload Interface Adapter (XPIA-1) 165-168
Payload Mounting Beams (XPMB-;1, 2, 3) 184-198
Payload Spacers (XPLS-2, 3, 4) 224-.238
Payload Services Plate (PSP-1, 2) 259-268
Separation Latch and Pushoff As sembVy 274-278
(SLP-1)
2.0 Orbiter Payload Support
2.1 Cradle or Pallet - Structural Cradle/Tilt Table TBD
Automated Payload Support (APS-1) 284-288
General Purpose Platform 314-323.,
2.2 Shroud Payload Shroud' 104.-108
Z. 3 C. G. Ballast
2.4 Retrieval Mechanism
End Effector etc,
i
i
E
No.
Equipment Title
Catalog
PagesDoD Need Candidate NASA MMSE
3. 0 RTG Cooling System
3.1 Heated Orbiter Dumpline
3.2 Payload Provided Orbiter --	 -
MM M
3.3 Boiler, Heat Exchange RTG Cooling Unit 99-103
Pumps, etc. -
Tanks & Structure..
3.4 Additional Orbiter Heat RTG Cooling Unit 99-103
Exchange & Connector
3.5 Encapsulator
4.0, Electrical/Avionics
Support
4.1 Avionics Cabling Orbiter Payload Service Cabling and 74-78
J-Box (Orbiter Deployed)
4.2 Power Cabling Orbiter Payload Service Cabling and 84-88
J-Box (IUS Deployed)
4.3 Junction Box (Field
Joint)
No.
Equipment Title
Catalog
PagesDoD Need Candidate NASA MMSE
4.4 Avionics Umbilical Payload Umbilical Cabling(Orb. Dep 1 d) 79-83
Payload Umbilical Cabling IUS Dep'd) 89-93
94-98Payload	 Cable	 S)Service	 (It
4.5 Flight Umbilical Payload Umbilical Support (PUS-1) 279-283
4.6 Power Supply Auxiliary Power Unit 9-13
4.7 Power Supply Control & (1)
'Display
4.8 Electrical Control and
Distrib. Assy. (C/W)'
4.9 Software (C/W)
5.0 Fluid Support
5.1 GN2 supply Deployed Payload Fluid Service Lines 124-128
Payload Fluid Lines Routed via IUS/Cradle 129-133
Purge System ' 109-113
5.2 Ground Fluids Orbiter/Payload Fluid Service Lines 114-118(Orbiter Deployed)
No.
Equipment Title
Catalog
PagesDoD Need Candidate NASA MMSE
5.3 Water	 _ IUS Deployed Payload Fluid Service Lines 124-1'28
Payload Fluid Lines Routed via IUS/Cradle 129-133
5.4"" GN2 Flight Fluids Orbiter/Payload Fluid Service Lines 114-118(Orbiter Deployed)
SUS Deployed Payload Fluid Service Lines 124-128
Payload Fluid Lines Routed via IUS/Cradle 129-133
6.o PSS Equipment PSS Equipment III-5-Ili-8
6.1 Telemetry Test
6.2 Spacecraft Power
6.3 Software
6.4 Spacecraft Monitor(See Scenario)
6. 5 Checkout(l )
6.6 CRT for MSS/PSS
7.0 MSS Equipment PSS Equipment III-5-III-8
7.1 Control Panel
^	
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5.2	 IUS/PAYLOAD SUPPORT
5.2.1	 Summar y
The applicability of IUS/payload support equipments to the
DoD payloads considered in this study is summarized in Section 2.
The Payload/IUS Interface Study is reported in Section 6. The main
findings of this study are listed below.
1,.
	
	 Multiple GPS payloads sharing one IUS flight are planned
and can use MMSE IUS/payload interface equipments.
2. For transitioning DoD payloads it is feasible to use
MMSE to standardize the payload/IUS interface.	 This
standardization of the interface furnishes a new justifi-
cation for payload/IUS support MMSE.	 With this
standardization comes the capability to fly payloads
either singly or in multiples while maintaining the
same payload interface. 	 Thus the DoD payloads can
be combined with each other or with non -DOD payloads
up to (a) the limits of the performance capability of
the IUS, (b) the load carrying capability of the MMSE,
and (c) the payload volume available forward of the
IUS as it is mounted in the orbiter payload bay.
3. It is recommended that NASA consider modificationj of Payload Spacer XPLS-3 to a larger diameter to
accommodate DoD payloads efficiently in a tandem
i^ mounting.
j 4. It is recommended that NASA consider a payload spacer'
of the XPLS-3 type but of a shorter length to accommo-
date a combination of the DSP and DSCS payloads
sharing a IUS flight.
5. It is recommended that NASA consider modification
of the side-by-side payload beam XPMB-1 to a smaller
diameter to obtain adequate rattlespace in the payload
bay.	 Three or four side-by-side payloads (instead of
two) should also be considered.
It is recommended that NASA consider MMSE providing
for tandem mounting,,(of up to three decks) of -side-by-
;I side payloads mounted on payload beam XPMB-1 (modified).
t^
k!
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The MMSE data sheets listing the satellites whip
DoD users are presented in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.2	 MMSE Data Sheets
MMSE Data Sheets pertaining to IUS/payload su,
presented on pages 5-15 through 5-34.
5.3	 ORBITER PAYLOAD_ SUPPORT
5. 3. 1	 Summary
The DoD interface study contractors considered
payload supports in the orbiter payload bay. It was also ­­.— LXl
the remote manipulator system and payload support arms would be
adequate for payload deployment and/or retrieval when required. If
one or more of the DoD payload projects required that the payload by
deployable under 1 g conditions (for test purposes), additional equip-
ments would be required; however, no MMSE is proposed for this
function,
The DMSP and one other DoD satellite would use the General
Purpose Platform for support in the orbiter payload bay. The General
Purpose Platform could also support the RTG-Cooling Unit during flight.
The General Purpose Platform is therefore recommended as a potential
common MMSE item for DOD and NASA.
A Center of Gravity Ballast Kit, a non-MMSE item, is
required for the SOSS-satellite. An end effector on the remote manipula-
tor system capable of connecting an umbilical to the payload is needed
for the DMSP and SOSS satellite projects. This also is a non-MMSE
.	 interface equipment.
i
The study reported in Reference 7 called out a shroud for the
DSP satellite while it was mounted in the payload bay as a potential require-
ment. It is possible that the shroud would not be needed if local dust covers
protected the individual critical areas on the spacecraft and other means
were used to either reduce the sound pressure level or requalify the space-
craft components for the increased sound pressure level. The use
of a common shroud has additional advantages which should be considered.
For instance, it affords protection from contaminants from flight sharing
payloads and would protect the orbiter payload from reentry debris
during abort. Protection would also be provided against orbiter RCS
plume impingement and contamination of the spacecraft. 	 1
It is recommended that the shroud be studied further as a
MMSE item. The possibility of use of the same shroud with other pay-
loads such as the DMSP (no IUS) and the options to make the shroud
modular and capable of return and reuse should be studied,
The MMSE Data Sheets listing the satellites to which orbiter 	 T
F	 payload support equipment are applicable are presented in Section 5. 3. 2.
5.3.2	 MMSE Data Sheets
{
MMSE Data Sheets pertaining to orbiter payload support are
presented on pages 5-35 through 5-51.
i
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IUS/Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-08-01-07.
2. NAME	 Payload Interface Adapter (PIA-2)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATEDO	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUG[]x	 CREW RELATED	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 Provide one standard structural and services interface on
payloads 54 in to 86 in diameter to allow interchangeable
mating with other standardized interfacing equipment (MMSE).
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS GPS
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Payloads could incorporate the
I
necessary interfacing hardware in the payload design, which is Martin's
recommendation.
8. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
• Permanently attached to payload structure	 wor
•
	
	
Eight fittings at ends of beams interface with the
SLP-1 assemblies mounted on PMB-1, -2,
XPMB-1, and -2.
• Mounts PSP-2 plate which supports payload connector
-	 halves, which mate with those supported by PSP-1,
	 1
mounted on the PMBs.
0 Mounts PDK-2 if payload is to be retrieved
•	 Weight - 57 lb.
Conventional aluminum construction
	
3
9. REMARKS Standardization of payload interfaces is desired in order to accommodate
k	 many of the IUS and Tug multiple payload flights. IUS - 120 inch diameter interface
with 8 unevenly spaced hard points; Tug - 176 inch diameter interface with 8 evenly
spaced hard points.
	 33
1
10	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION
3The Payload Interface Adapter (PIA-2) is mounted permanently on
the payload and provides an interface with the eight Separation Latch
and Push-Off Assemblies (SLP-1). 'Martin recommends the alternate	 3
approach (see Item 7 of this data sheet).
u`)RIGINAL PAGE IS	 5-15
)I' POOR QUALITY
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IUS/Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-08-01-03
2. NAME	 Payload Interface Adapter (PIA-3
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATEDQ	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG	 CREW RELATEDC	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 Provide one standard structural and services interface on
payloads 86 to 131 in diameter to allow interchangeable
mating with other standardized interfacing equipment (MMSE).
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSCS'-II, FSC, DSP
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Payloads can incorporate the necessary
interfacing hardware in the payload design, which is Martin's recommended
approach.
8. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
•	 Permanently attached to payload structure;
	
!	 "ad In rlace
• Eight fittings at ends of beams interface with the SLP-1
assemblies mounted on PMB-2 and XPMB-2
• Mounts PSP-2 plate which supports payload connector
halves, which mate with those supported by PSP-1,
	
iFl
r l
mounted on the PMBs
• Mounts PDK-2 if payload is to be retrieved
• Wei ht = 85 lbg
• Conventional aluminum construction
	 ^ W
9 REMARKS Standardization of payload interfaces is desired in order to accommodate
many of the IUS and Tug multiple payload flights. IUS - 120 in diameter interface with
8 unevenly spaced hard points; Tug - 176 in diameter interface with 8 evenly spaced
hard points.
10. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION
The Payload Interface Adapter '(PIA-3) is mounted permanently to the
payload and provides an interface with the eight Separation Latch and
Push-Off Assemblies (SLP-1). The alternate solution is recommended
by Martin (see Item 7. this Data Sheet).
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IUS/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheets
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-08-02-02
2. NAME Payload Mounting Beam (PMJ3-2)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED[	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG X(]	 CREW RELATEDQ	 OTHER]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:
	
	 Interface individually-mounted payloads (during both delivery
and retrieval) with the Tug, or with other standardized
interfacing equipment (MMSE)
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS LEO ( 1 ) , also flights which include multiple payloads
using Payload Spacer PLS-4 (e.g., two DSCS-Il satellites or FSC and DSCS-II
satellites) on IUS, see PLS-4 Sheet.
*	 7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Equivalent item could be supplied by
	 j
f the payloads, or by the Tug or IUS program.
	
37
!US/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheets
Payload Mounting Beam (PMB-2), 330-03-08-02-02 (Cont'd)
10.	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION
The Payload Mounting Beam (PMB-2) must be used with the large
176-inch diameter payloads (with DSCS-II, FSC ). The beam is
used to support the satellite directly (Martin recommended approach)
or the payload interface adapter ( PIA) which is permanently mounted
to the payload, or the interface adapter incorporated in the payload
design. The beam also supports the separation latch and push.-off
assembly (SLP-1) which is used to deploy the payload.
r
1
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IUS/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheets
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 330-03-08-02-04
2. NAME Payload Mounting Beam (XPMB-1)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[:) 	 AUTOMATED[] 	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUGq 	 CREW RELATED[] 	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
-( Requirement: Interface two payloads, in side-by-aide configuration, with the
IUS or with other standardized interfacing equipment (MMSE),
Primary use is with multiple payloads.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS
	
GPS
l
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Equivalent item could be supplied by
the payloads, or by the IUS program.
9. REMARKS IUS	 120 in diameter interface with eight unevenly spaced hard points.
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tIUS/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheets
Payload Mounting Beam (XPMB-1), 330-03-08-02-04 (Cont'd)
10.	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION
The payload mounting beam (XPMB-1') is used to support two pay-
loads side-by-side and connects to the payload (Martin recommended
approach.) or the payload interface adapter (PIA) which is perma-
nently mounted to the payload. The beam also supports the separa-
tion latch and push-off assembly (SLP-1) which is used to deploy
IUS/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheets
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-08-02-05
2. NAME	 Payload Mounting Beam (XPMB-2)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUGq 	 CREW RELATEDQ	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:. Interface individually-mounted payloads with the IUS, or
with other standardized interfacing equipment (MMSE).
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS	 Flights which include individually-mounted payloads
(e. g., DSCS-II, FSC, DSP, or GPS) or multiple payloads on IUS involving these
same payloads.
i
4 7, ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Equivalent item could be supplied by
the payloads, or by the IUS program,
9. REMARKS	 IUS - 120 inch diameter interface with 8 unevenly spaced hard points.
10. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION: The Payload Mounting Beam (XPMB-2) is used
to support the payload directly (Martin recommended approach) on the Payload Inter-
face Adapter (PIA) which is permanently mounted to the payload, or the payload
adapter incorporated in the payload design. The beam supports the Separation Latch
and Pushoff Assembly (SLP-1) which is used to deploy the payload.
5-21
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IUS/Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-08-03-03
2. NAME Payload Spacer (PLS-4)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED[) 	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG	 CREW RELATED	 OTHERO
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 The forward payload(s) of a tandem arrangement cannot be
supported by the aft payload without modification. A structural
spacer is required.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS Some tandem mounted, multiple payloads, flights (e.. g.,
two DSCS-II satellites or FSC and DSCS-II satellites) on IUS. Note: If recommended
modification is made on XPLS-3, it would replace PLS-4 in these potential
applications.
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE (1) Spacer could be provided by payloads	 13
or by Tug or IUS program," (2) aft payload could carry the load of the forward payload.
q. REMARKS	 i
1 0. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION: DSCS -II diameter = 108 inches, Martin states
that 106 inches is the maximum diameter satellite that can be carried by the XPLS-3 	 j
(120 inch diameter). Therefore, the 176 inch diameter PLS-4 must be used,
a
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IUS/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-08-03-05
2. NAME	 Payload Spacer (PLS-6)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED]	 AUTO W IUS CJ
	
AUTO W TUGO	 CREW RELATED	 OTHERS
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 The forward payload(s) of a tandem arrangement cannot be
supported by the aft payload. A structural spacer is
required.
. APPLICATION	 -
POTENTIAL USERS Some tandem mounted multiple payload flights (e.g., two
FSC satellites) on IUS. Note: If recommended modification is made on XPLS-3,
it would replace PLS-4 in'these potential applications.
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE (1) Spacer could be provided by payloads
or by Tug program; (2) Aft payload could carry the load of the-forward payload.
8. _FC ', IPMENT DESCRIPTION
0	 PLS-6 is one of a family of 5 spacers of different
	 t
length. Selection of length is flight configuration 	 170 m.
dependent.
,f.
0	 Both end frames incorporate Tug-type interfaces; ',I	 (	 =.
i.e., 8 evenly spaced hard points.. - Aft frame	 ► f% __^^''
mates with Tug or ITA-1, other frame used for
attachment of PMB -1 or -2. 	 \	 `
•	 Conventional aluminum constructi;s^
	 t'S•=' _'	 )
7
•	 Weight =' 358 lb.
a
9. REMARKS
10. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION:' The FSC is 192 inches lone with a - diameter of _	 a
105 inches. The diameter is under the XPLS,,limit (106") but no XPLS spacers are
available which are more than 170 inches long. Therefore the PLS-6 mu,3t be used.
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IUS/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 330-03-08-03-06
2. NAME Payload Spacer (XPLS-2)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED[] 	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG[]
	
CREW RELATED[]	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 The forward payload(s) of a tandem arrangement cannot be
supported by the aft payload. Also, payloads with kick stages
cannot besupported on the baseline kick stage. A structural
spacer is required.
APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS All fli ghts of payloads with kick sta g es and some tandem,
mounted fli hts GPS
i
1 Spacer could be provided b a	
Y
?. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE ( ) P	 P	 Y loadsP y
j	 or by IUS program, (2) aft payload could carry the loads of the forward payload.
-
1
T{
9. REMARKS
i	 10. RATIONA-14E FOR APPLICATION: The "Payload Spacer' (XPIS-2) is used to carry
the load of the forward payload around the aft payload to the IUS.
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IUS/ Pavload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 330-03-08-03-07
2. NAME	 Payload Spacer (XPLS -3)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[:]	 AUTOMATEDO	 AU7
AUTO W TUGq 	 CREW RELATED[]
5. JUSTIFICATION	 '
Requirement:
	
	
The forward payload(s) of a tandem arrangement cannot 1
supported by the aft payload. A structural spacer is req
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS Multiple payloads (e. g., two DSCS=II satellites, c
DSCS-II, or two FSC satellites, or FSC and DSCS-Il satellites) but only if
is modified (see item 10 on this sheet).
1 Spacer could be provided b?. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE. ( ) P	 P	 y payloads
or by IUS program, (2) aft payload could carry the load of the forward payload.
9. REMARKS
SIDE	 -.asp	 - -r to apprnximatplg 12 inch,10 MODIFICA TIONS
this would, allow the FSC, the DSP, and the DSCS -II'to be carried and have rattle space.
!	 11. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION: The Payload Spacer-(XPLS-3) is used to carry the
'	 load of the forward payloads around the aft mounted payload to the IUS.
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IUS/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-08-04
2. NAME	 Power Hinge and Latch Assembly (PHL-1
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[]	 AUTOMATED	 AUTO W IUS El
	
Au'ro W TUGQ	 CREW RELATED	 OTHERQ
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:
	 Release of the aft payload of a tandem arrangement requires
moving the forward PMB out of the way. PHL-1 accomplishes
this and allows return of MMSE on Tug flights not requiring
payload retrieval. Forward MMSE is jettisoned on other flights.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS Tug flights with tandem mounted payloads, not involving
retrieval of payloads. DSCS-II, FSC, DSP, GPS
?. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Equivalent item could be supplied by
payloads or by Tug program, or explosive bolts could be used.
i
9. REMARKS Further studyis required to determine if salvaging of MMSE by use
of PHL-1 is cost effective.
10. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION: The Power Hinge and Latch Assembly (PHL-1) is
used to move ` the Payload Mounting Beams (which supported the forward payload) out of
the way so that the aft payload can be deployed. In this analysis PHL-1 is not used;
replaced with explosive bolts:
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IUS/Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 330-03-08-06
2. NAME Payload Docking Kit (PDK-1)
3. DATE	 4 Sept. 1975
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED[	 AUTO W IUS q
	
AUTO W TUG®	 CREW RELATED[)	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement: Tug must be equipped to dock, index, and remate interface
plates with payloads which require retrieval
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS FLTSATCOM DSP DSCS-II GPS
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Equivalent provided by Tug
	
j
i
9. REMARKS
10. MODIFICATIONS TO CONSIDER: Addition of a recovery control unit to distribute
power and commands for C &W, S&A, telemetry, etc.
11. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION (and Non -Application):
Contingency retrieval.
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8. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
• , Mounts on PIA-1, 2, 3, 4
• Includes docking target
• Interfaces with PDK-1 which is mounted 	 311n.
on Tug via PMB-2
• Incorporates mating feature to facilitate
radian clocking of payload by PDK-1
• Weight: 23 lb
• Used with_PSP-2 and SLP-
IUS/Payload Support`MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 330-03-08-07
2. NAME Payload Docking Kit (PDK-2)
3. DATE 4 Sept. 1975
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[3	 AUTOMATED	 AUTO'
	
AUTO W TUG[3	 CREW RELATED	 O
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement: Payloads to be retrieved must provide a Tug compatible
docking interface.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS FLTSATCOM, DSP, DSCS-II, GPS when flown on Tug
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Equivalent item provided by payload or Tug.
	 I
ai
1
f^
i
I
J
9. REMARKS Tug - equipped with _PDK-1, as companion equipment.
"10. CLARIFICATION, OF DESCRIPTION: Docking .target is assumed to include laser
reflectors for Tug acquisition and a passive indexing sensor for mating connectors`
and separation latch assembly (SLP-1).	 -
11. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION (and Non-Application): Contingency retrieval.
F	
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IUS/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 330-03-08-08-01
2. NAME	 Payload Services Plate (PSP-11
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED[@	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUG®	 GREW RELATED[	 OTHER[)
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement: All payloads require disconnectable fluid and electrical
service lines across their separation interfaces; many require
reconnection of these lines for payload retrieval.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS	 All IUS flights, all upper stage payloads = DSCS-II, FSC,
DSP, GPS, etc. plus LEO(1
y
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Epgivalent item could be supp i d by the
Rayloads
{
a
9. REMARKS	 Reference	 states that connector details are TBD
i
10, CLARIFIGATION OF DESCRIPTION: When PSP-1 is defined as standard payload
f	 interfacing equipment (see 9 above), the connector capacity should include DoD
requirementsi
(1) Any Low Earth Orbit ( LEO) DoD payload which would mount on APS-1.
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Payload Services Plate (PSP-1), 330-03-08-08-01 (Cont'd)
11.	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION 1
The payload •. services plate (PSP-1) is mounted on the mounting
beam and connects with the payload services plate (PSP-2) which
is mounted on the payload. All disconnectable fluid and electrical
lines are mated at this joint.
i
idi
3
7
9
i
j
f
f
f
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IUS/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
t
i
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 330-03-08-(
2. NAME	 Payload Services Plate (PSP
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q
AUTO W TUGS)
	
AUTOMATED[	 AUTO W IUS El
	
CREW RELATED	 OTHERv
S. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 All payloads require disconnectable fluid and electrical service
lines across their separation interfaces; many require reconnects on
of these lines for payload retrieval.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS All upper stage payloads DSCS -II, FSC, DSP, GSP, etc.
plus LEO")
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Equivalent item must be supplied b,. a
the payloads.
10. CLARIFICATION OF DESCRIPTION: When PSP-2 is defined as standard payload
interfacing equipment (sec "Remarks" above),- the connector capability must include
DoD re uire.nents.
(1) Any Low Earth Orbit (LEO) DoD payload which would mount on APS-1.
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iIUS/Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
Payload Services Plate (PSP-2), 330-03-08-08-02 (Cont'd)	 i
11.	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION
The payload services plate (PSP-2) is mounted on the payload and
connects with the payload services plate (PSP-1) which is mounted
on the mounting beam. All disconnectable fluid and electrical
lines are crated at this joint.
f
a
i
J
I
1
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aIUS/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 330-03-08-09
Z. NAME	 IUS/Tug Adapter (ITA-1)
3. DATE	
- -
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED[3	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUG®	 CREW RELATED(]	 OTHER[
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 No firm requirement exists at this time. However, the ITA
provides a Tug-type interface on the IUS for accommodating
large diameter payloads requiring Tug-type MMSE (PMBs and
PLSs).
APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS On tandem mounted multiple payload IUS flights with lar e
a lQads(greater than 106 inch diameter when payload spacer PLS-4 is used
e. g., DSCS-II FSC or two DS CS-11 satellites)
i
_7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Equivalent item could be supplied by the
using payloads, or by the IUS program.	 I
-	 a
9. REMARKS	 IUS 120 inch diameter interface with 8 unevenly spaced hard points. i
10. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION: The IUS/Tug adapter must be used when, the
176 inch diameter spacers are used on the 120 inch diameter IUS.
_77
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IUS/ Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-08-10
2. NAME	 Separation Latch and Push-Off Ass e mbly (Si.P-11
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATEDD	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUGED	 CREW RELATED[]
	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement: Structural latching, release, separation, and relatching of
payloads to carriers; used in conjunction with standardized
interfacing equipment (MMSE).
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS
	
All IUS flights, all upper stage payloads = DSCS-II, FSC,
DSP, GPS, etc. plus LEO
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Equivalent item could be supplied by the
payloads,
aa
9. REMARKS
10. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION: These separation latch and push-off assemblies
are needed whenever the MMSE payload mound ig bcsams (PM13) are used, in order to
release the payload at ticploynient.
(1) Any Low Earth Orbit (LEO) DOD payload whleh Would mount on APS-1.
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE; Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 330-03-06-02
2. NAME	 Payload Shroud
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED[	 AUTO W iUS
	
AUTO W TUG©	 CREW RELATED	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 Payloads specify maximum acoustic environment 135 kB OASPL.
Attenuation at high frequencies provided by shroud. Protect
payload from reentry contamination. Orbiter payload bay
acoustic environment is predicted to be 145 dB OASPL.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSP (DMSP, SOSS for orbiter mounted shroud)
i
i
i
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE See "Remarks, " Item 9, of this Data
Sheet.
r
{ 9. REMARKS	 Preferred approach is (1) reduce orbiter OASPL or improve payload
i	 tolerance, or (2) provide dust cover over individual critical unit.
10. CLARIFICATION OF DESCRIPTION: Volume = 4900 ft 3 ; c. g. is TBD.
t
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eOrbiter Payload. Support MMSE Data Sheet
Payload Shroud, 330-03-06-02 (Cont'd)
	
11.	 MODIFICATIONS TO CONSIDER:
•	 Provide modularization segments for varying shroud length to
improve versatility of shroud use.
•	 Operational issues which should be addressed:
a..
	
	 Operating sequence of events for returning payload
resulting from abort,
b.	 Pressurization system considerations.
C.
	
	
Impact of RTG cooling unit and lines and MMSE electrical
cabling.
d. Reuse of shroud.
e. Telemetry system for interrogating payload prior to
deployment,
•	 Difficult to attach shroud if payload does not use IUS. Recommend
that a design which attaches to payload be investigated so that 	 a
shroud can be used without IUS. Simplifies access to payload
with MMSG electrical cables and fluid lines.
I
	
12.	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION:
•	 Every attempt should be made to protect individual critical unit.
•	 Attempt to successfully protect payload with shroud from orbiter
bay acoustic environment is questionable because the high sound
pressure level occurs at lower frequency.
Although there are no requirements, on current spacecraft design,
shroud may be required for backup to potential problem areas.
Protection from contaminants from other (flight sharing)
payloads
Protect payload from reentry debris during abort, provides
quick turnaround time to payload mission
Protect payload from orbiter RCS plumes and orbiter
exhausted expendables
•	 MDAC recommends expendable shroud for DMSP and local
protection for SOSS.
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1, IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 330-03=09-01
2. NAME	 Payload Umbilical SuRRort (PUS-11
3. DATE 25 September 1975
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[]	 AUTOMATED®	 AUTO W IUS q
AUTO W TUGQ	 CREW RELATEDQ	 OTHER
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:
	 Large, direct-n' ounted automated payloads require support
nor the disconneetable/reconnectable fluid and electrical
service connectors, and associated lines and bundles,
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS
	 There is no apparent application of this item for the
DoD spacecraft covered by this study,
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE See Remarks
i
B. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
•	 Supported at Shuttle payload bay hard points,
s^^aoa ww,
•	 Conventional aluminum tube construction 	 r--	 WWI)
•	 Weight = 100 lb.
	 Lf___j
r 9. REMARKS Preliminary desizn studies indicate the optimum solution for both
the  Shuttle deployed and IUS deployed spacecraft is pallet or cradle mounted umbilicals.
Shuttle Capability - Provides only a standard pattern of attachment points.
1
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-09-02
2. NAME Automated Payload' Support (APS 1)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[]	 AUTOMATED®	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUGO	 CREW RELATED	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement: Automated payloads which are not suitable for direct mounting
must be supported in the orbiter payload bay
6. APPLICATION'
POTENTIAL USERS Short payloads which would not encounter dynamic
loading problems resulting from cantilevered mount, ,DMSP
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE	 tI
i
1
9. REMARKS Orbiter - provides standard pattern of hard points at 94 in radius, for
attachment of payloads within the payload bay.
ORIGINAL PAGE::
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
Automated Payload Support (APS-1), 330-03-09-02 (Cont'd)
10.	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION
The method of mounting payloads on the APL-1 is by cantilevering
i
	 them from an adapter (PMB=1 or -2) which is in turn attached
to the APS-1.. Current IUS studies of payloads cantilevered
from the IUS mounted in the cargo bay have shown that high
transverse loading; conditions in the payload result during ascent
and landing with a cantileverer mount arrangement. The APS-1
is not considered to be a suitable means of payload support
for payloads which would encounter high dynamic loads as a
result of cantilever mounting. In these cases, the payload
should be mounted on a cradle such as UPC-l. Shorter, stiffer
payloads could make use of the APS-1.
Neither of the two Low Earth Orbit (LEO) DOD spacecraft under
consideration for this study are candidates for use with the
APS-1. The DMSP can be mounted on the GPP-1. The combined
length of the SOSS, APS-1, and PMB-2 is 59 feet. The cargo
bay, with the OMS kit installed, cannot accommodate the 59-foot
length. While the GPP has been identified for use with the
DMSP, the APS-1 or the UPC couldalso be considered as can-
didate support structures for the DMSP,
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-09-03
2. NAME Tilt Table (TT-1)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED	 AUTO W IUS q
AUTO W TUG[]	 CREW RELATED[]	 OTHERq
5. JUSTIFICATION
Payloads which are mounted in UPC-1, -2, or APS-1- may not accept the RMS and
Payload Installation Aid, as a means of deployment and could require a tilt table.
Potential plume impingement problems could possibly be avoided by use of a
tilt table which would position the payload away from the forward portion of the
orbiter.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USER'S Any payload which could not use the RMS and. Payload
Installation Aid. No DoD users identified.
i
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
	 -
8. EQUIPMENT `DESCRIPTION	 j
• ; Mounts. directly to aft end of UPC-1, -2, or to orbiter
	
_p^'=
,i__ll
payload bay hard points.
• Used during deployment or retrieval operations
L,A
on orbit,
• > Weight - 950 lb.
U
jj
9. REMARKS
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
Tilt Table (TT-1), 330-03-09-03 (Cont'd)
10. CLARIFICATION OF DESCRIPTION
With the use of UPC-1, -2, the payload is mounted to the TT-1
as well as to the UPC. Therefore, structural loads are carried
by both UPC and TT-1. With the use of APS, the TT-1 is the
only support for the payload.
11. MODIFICATIONS TO CONSIDER
Perhaps two versions of TT-1 should be developed. The first,
lighter weight version for use with UPC, and the second, heavier
version for use with APS.
12. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION
{
There could exist payloads in the DoD model which are not
adaptable to the RMS plus payload installation aid. For these
applications, a tilt table could offer an alternative.
3
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-10-01-06
2. NAME	 General Purpose Platform (GPP-2)
3. DATE	 14 September 1975
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIEM	 AUTOMATED®	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUGO	 CREW RELATED[D	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement Carry-on payloads, payload elements with special viewing constraints,
and payloads with inadequate pallet space (pallet overflow) can benefit
from utilizing space forward of the Spacelab module, above the tunnel.
6. APPLICATIOl`d
POTENTIAL USERS DMSP, RTG
y
r	y
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Equivalent item could be provided by 	 j
Spacelab program, by the payloads, or by the orbiter program.
9. REMARKS Orbiter- provides hard points for attachment.
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
General Purpose Platform (GPP-2), 330-03-10-01-06 (Cont'd)
10.	 CLARIFICATION OF DESCRIPTION
For use with the DMSP, three platforms will be required (length =
168 inches) to accommodate the 156-inch long DMSP. Deployment
from the cargo bay can be accomplished with the RMS in con-
junction with the payload installation aid (Reference NASA JSC
Briefing Charts, 23 January 1975) and the RMS.
11	 MODIFICATION TO CONSIDER
Each payload will require unique support structure to tie it to
the GPP. In addition, separation mechanisms will be required
to release the payload for deployment.
12.	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION	 a
_f
Smaller spacecraft such as the DMSP can find more launch
opportunities as a secondary payload to such programs as
Spacelab. Another DoD program which is considering secondary
payload applications is the Space Test Program (STP). STP
is presently studying a standard STP satellite which would	 3
ride either over the Spacelab tunnel or in a clear 1 5-foot da
meter bay area forward of a primary payload. For the Spacelab
use, the GPP would be required. When the RTG is required
and there is no IUS cradle for mounting, the GPP could be used.
r
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data. Sheet
1. IDENTIFICA'T'ION NO. None
Z. NAME Center of Gravity Ballast Kit
3. DATE	 9/2/75
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIEQ.,	 AUTOMATE, D®
	
AUTO W IUS q
	
AUTO W TUG[] .	CREW RELATEDC	 OTHER]
5, JUSTIFICATION
Requirement Automated payloads with adverse weight concentration and
limited amount of fore-aft location option which violate the
c. g. envelope require ballast.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS SOSS, Single DMSP (attached to OMS kit)
DSP/IUS (Transta a example)
I	
'1
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Payload-unique Ballast Kits. Orbiter
supplied bridges.
j
\'1
i
Orbiter Payload Support MM$E Data Sheet
Center of Gravity Ballast Kit (Cont'd)
10. CLARIFICATION OF DESCRIPTION
Those payloads which have adverse weight concentration (aft)
and have limited fore-aft location option because of length and
cannot be multipled with other payloads (length), require forward 	 a
ballast to meet the c. g. envelope constraints. OMS kit require-
ments increase the problem. The problem may be solved with
smaller length payloads by moving the location forward or
multipling with other payloads.
a
11. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION
a
SOSS is 53 feet long which, with the OMS kit, allows only about
20 inches of flexibility in mounting location; c. g, is aft of the 	 3
allowable envelope. Approximately 500 pounds at Sta. 611, 622
bulkhead are required. An alternative is to invert the SOSS.
A single DMSP requires approximately 250 pounds of ballast
at Sta. 611.
_i
3
r, 3
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. NONE
2. NAME	 RMS End Effector Umbilical	 Connector
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED®	 AUTO
	
AUTO W TUG[]	 CREW RELATED
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement: Orbiter must be equipped to retrieve payloads deployed by
the RMS on a contingency basis.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DMSP. SSOS
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Item provided by orbiter.
9. REMARKS Alternative is a separate umbilical connect scheme (EVA)
1.0. CLARIFICATION OF DESCRIPTION: 'Remote umbilical connect/disconnect is
t	 included as well as structural attachment.t
E	 _;
11. RATIONALE. FOR APPLICATION (and Non -Application): Contingency retrieval
of orbiter deployed payloads requires umbilical reconnect to provide power for
command
'
 C&W, S&A, telemetry and, in , some cases, fluid interface reconnect.
Reference: SAMSO-TR-75-136, p. 40, 46
,4	
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. None
2. NAME	 Universal Payload Cradle (UPC-1, -2)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUG[]
	
CREW RELATED
	
OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Automated payloads which are not suitable for direct mounting must be supported
in the orbiter payload bay.
APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS SOSS and other DoD payloads not using IUS, GPP, or APS.
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Payloads must provide own means of
attachment to orbiter bay,
Orbiter Payload Support MMS
Universal Payload Cradle (UPC-1, -2) (Cont'i
10. CLARIFICATION OF DESCRIPTION
The basic cradle (UPC-1) is 65 inches
to the orbiter via the four fittings prov
length, additional sections (UPC-2) cai
The sections (UPC-2) cannot be attached to the cargo bay without
the use of the basic cradle. Attachment of the payload to the
cradle requires additional structure which would be unique to
the payload. This additional structure becomes part of the
cradle. It also provides the release devices necessary to allow
deployment of the payload.
Actual payload deployment is accomplished through the use of
the payload installation aid (Reference NASA JSC Briefing Charts,
23 January 1975) and the RMS. The concept is similar to the
segmented pallet presented in the Sortie Lab Users' Guide,
MSFC, April 1973.
	 a
11. MODIFICATIONS TO CONSIDER
As stated in Item 10 above, each payload will require unique
i
attach structure and separation devices-." These could be con-
sidered modifications to the cradle,
3
12. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION
Payloads will have tobe supported at intervals along their length
in the orbiter bay during launch and landing in order to help
alleviate high dynamic loading conditions. In addition, fluid
_.	 5-48
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
Universal Payload Cradle (UPC-1, -2) (Cont'd) i
RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION (Cont'd)
and electrical services may have to be provided at various
locations- along the payload. A cradle will provide a support
for these service lines.
13. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
i
As a result of trying to use the APS-1 with PIA.-3, PMB-2,
and SLP-1 to support the 112-inch diameter by 53-feet long
SOSS while leaving space for the OMS kit, a length interference
was discovered. Also, cantilever support of such a long, heavy
payload from the APS-1 is questionable due to the dynamic
excursions and possible high loads which could be incurred.
Therefore, a method of supporting long payloads by using a
a
Universal Payload Cradle is recommended as added MMSE.
The cradle is fabricated in segments with attach fittings spaced 	 j
59 inches on center to mate with the orbiter payload bay attach
points. Two segments are used: (l) the basic segment is approxi-
matcly,64 inches long and has three primary fittings plus pro-
vision for a fourth stabilizing fitting, and (2) additional segments
are 59 inches long and contain provisions for a fourth stabilizing
fitting which would replace the stabilizing fitting on the basic
segment. Either the basic cradle segment can be used alone
to support a payload or additional length can be gained by bolting
additional segments onto the basic segment.
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
Universal Payload Cradle (UPC-1, -2) (Cont'd)	 3
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (Cont'd)
i
The Universal Payload Cradle is fashioned after the special
pullets used for sortie missions. Such a cradle might also
be used to support the IUS in the payload bay.
A survey of large NASA payloads such as LST and other orbiting
3
observatories should be made to assess the need for a cradle
of this type to determine the inner diameter(s) and the details
of payload support in the cradle.	 a
i
j
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Orbiter Payload Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 None
2. NAME	 Tilt Table (TT-2)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED[	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG[]	 CREW RELATEDQ	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Same as for TT-1, except used with GPP only.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS Any payload which could not use the RMS and Payload
Installation Aid. No DoD users identified.
-i
l
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
8. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
• Smaller version of TT-I.
• Mounts directly to GPP.
[.r/
GiP
1
9. REMARKS
1
10, CLARIFICATION OF DESCRIPTION	 TT-2 is intended only for use with GPP. It is
rip_idly attached to both the payload and GPP.
11. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION Same as TT-1
_..	
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	 RTG COOLING
5.4.1	 Introduction
Reference 1 contains five data sheets (pages 99-103) that
describe a proposed unit to be mounted in the payload bay of the orbiter
to provide the required cooling for payloads equipped with RTGs. The
data sheets were reviewed to determine compatibility of the unit with
DoD payloads.
The unit as described consists of a water circulant/water
evaporant system. Water in a closed loop circulates through the coolant
jackets encapsulating the RTGs and is in turn cooled by passing (1)
through a GSE heat exchanger during ground operations prior to .launch,
and (2) through a supplementary heat exchanger which uses stored
water for flash evaporation during all other phases of the mission.
5.4.2	 MMSE and Orbiter Characteristics
The DoD payload with the maximum heat generation is the
LES 8-9-9 with 6 RTGs (each LES satellite has 2 RTGs). Each RTG
generates 2400 watts or 8200 Btu/hr so that the total heat rejection
rate is 49.2 K Btu/hr. For a 15 hour mission, the total heat rejected
is 738 K Btu, and the maximum amount of stored water is 738 lb.
Total heat rejected is:
1.	 58 K Btu minimum
Z.	 246 K Btu nominal
3.	 738 K Btu maximum.
';	 r
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The orbiter heat rejection capability is as follows.
1. Doors closed (ascent and reentry): ?. 2 K Btu/hr is
provided by theorbiter flash evaporator above100 K
altitude and by the orbiter ammonia boiler below 100 K.
7..
	
	 Doors open (on orbit): 21.5 K Btu/hr baseline heat
rejection capability through the use of six radiator
panels mounted on the doors. Two additional (payload
chargeable) radiator panels can be mounted on the
aft doors,, increasing the capability to 29 K Btu/hr.
The sketch of the cooling system (under RTG Cooling Units
Item 8, p. 99, Reference 1) does not show connections to a GSE heat
exchanger even though one is called out under Item 23.,
5. 4. 3	 Comments on the Selected System
'I'he water/water system, as described in References l and 15,
has several dr,lwbacks.
L.	 The system does not take advantage of the capability
of the orbiter, radiator panels on orbit with doors open.
A dual mode of operation (a) water boiler when doors
are closed, (b) orbiter radiator when doors are open,
could reduce the evaporant weight requirement con-
siderably since, according to mission timelines, most
of the RTG cooling takes place while the doors are
open.
I
2. There is a possibility of payload contamination by the
water vapor vented while the doors are open. The
dual mode discussed above eliminates this problem
for payloads rejecting heat at rates below the radiator 	 a
capacity available for payload cooling.
3. Depending on the orientation of the orbiter, there is
a possibility that the water lines will freeze, after
RTG/payload deployment. If Freon is used as the
closed-loop circulant, this problem is eliminated.
a
't
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	5.4.4	 Comments on the Need for an RTG Coolant Jacket
The ground rule for the Martin Marietta study was that an
existing RTG should be used for this study. Since all current R.TGs
are air cooled, the need for a liquid coolant jacket is obvious. In a
future study, however, it appears worthwhile to consider the possibility
of redesigning the RTG to include an internal liquid coolant loop. The
advantages of a redesigned RTG are:
1. Eliminates the need for an encapsulator, its mounting
and actuator, and saves weight
2. Eliminates the need for a GSE heat exchanger since
ground A/C can be used
3. Eliminates umbilical connection to GSE exchanger
i 4. R(:(Iuc:es pumping power and coolant requircinents
5. Simplifies installation of RTG in orbiter 1)ay
6. Simplifies payload deployment.
The disadvantages are:
g
1. Redesign of the RTG unit
2. Special A/C air ducting required for prelaunch cooling 	 j
3. Venting of the liquid in the RTG coolant loop after
deployment
r	4.	 Disconnect coolant line prior to deployment
5. Reconnect coolant line after retrieval
6. Increase in spacecraft weight for upper stage operations. i
	
5.4.5	 MMSE Data Sheet
The MM.SE Data Sheet for the RTG Cooling Unit is presented
on pages 5-55 and 5-56.
f
y
tp	
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iRTG Cooling Unit MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03- 06 -01
2. NAME RTG Coolinia Unit
3. DATE	 2 Sept. 1975
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[]	 AUTOMATEDq 	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG©	 CREW RELATED[] 	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement Automated payloads with RTG's generate excess heat which must be
removed and rejected. Rejected heat = 3 KBTU/hr (min) - 49 KBTU/hr (max).
Carrier capability - Orbiter payload bay heat exchange accommodates:
a - 5. 2 KBTU/hr doors closed (ascent & reentry)
b - 21. 5 KBTU/hr doors open
29 KBTU/hr doors open with added radiator panels
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DOD LES 8 -9, LES 8-9-9 (payloads with RTG units)
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Payload unique RTG cooling unit.
8. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
The RTG cooling unit consists of a pump, a supple- V'/isD^Cer/w^f
mentary heat exchange (boiler), storage tanks(water and interconnecting lines and control valves. fLnrJA^^'ir 
„v^ftFe«
n`
During operation excess thermal energy is used to
convert stored water to expendable steam.
	 Storage AV- r"Jr^of/4
tanks are manifolded to obtain desired heat rejection
for specific mission and RTG configuration. i	 o
Unit Weight - 165 lb (min.) 1648 lb (max.) ;r -}--;6
7 Ore	 r
9.	 REMARKS	 Significant cost savings result from standardization by eliminating
redundant DDT&E effort for payload unique units.
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RTG Cooling Unit MMSE Data Sheet
( Continued)
	
10.	 CLARIFICATION OF DESCRIPTION:
a. Encapsulation should be included in MMSE
b. Ground-based heat exchanger (external to orbiter)
needed for on-line prelaunch coding unless water boiler
operates continuously on line
C.	 Power supply and cooling unit control assembly needed
d.	 Orbiter dump line for water boiler evaporant needed.
	
11.	 MODIFICATIONS TO CONSIDER:
a. Freon closed-loop circulant /water evaporant (while
doors closed)
b. Freon loop passes through payload bay door radiator
panels for door-open mode
"
	
C.	 Delete encapsulator for a redesigned RTG to incorporate
internal liquid coolant loop.
	
12.	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION:
Capacity meets DoD requirements.
3
j
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5.5	 ELECTRICAL/AVIONICS SUPPORT
5.5.1
	
Summary
MMSE item 01-02 is an auxiliary power unit consisting of
silver zinc batteries and switching devices. The Shuttle power applied
can be adequate for both the IUS and payloads. Spacecraft solar arrays
without panels deployed are expected to be adequate during the IUS
injection phase. The possibility that one or more of the spacecraft
may need the auxiliary power unit as a backup power supply to the
orbiter power needs to be studied. Unless this latter case developes,
the auxiliary power unit does not appear to be required for DoD spacecraft.
The orbiter/payload service cabling and J-box (IUS deployed)
MMSE item 05-03, provides inconnecting electrical conductors between
the Shuttle service panels and junction box on or adjacent to the cradle
supporting the IUS and IUS deployed spacecraft. The circuit capacity
of about 80 wire pairs may be about right for the IUS or DSP space-
craft but may be too low for dual launches such as those planned for
DSCS. It can also be applied to the DMSP and SOSS satellites. Therefore,
it is recommended that the descripter on this cabling unit drop the
"IUS deployed" designation since the equipment can be applied to non-
IUS payloads.
Payload umbilical cabling , (IUS deployed), MMSE item 05-04,
provides electrical conductors between the junction boxes for MMSE 	 -±
item 05-03 and the umbilical connectors. It is potentially applicable
to the same DoD spacecraft.
The orbiter /payload service cabling and J-box, MMSE item
05-01, is not applicable to DoD spacecraft in its current configuration.
With 195 wire pairs, , it has excessive capacity and sacrifices too much
5-57	 1
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weight chargeable to the payload. However, it could be modified so
that it would be applicable to DoD payloads sharing the orbiter payload
bay. A lower capacity basic unit with a add-a-cable approach is
recommended.
All DoD payloads require integration equipment to isolate
or condition orbiter power for spacecraft usage. A description is
included for an isolation power supply for consideration as a possible	 i
MMSE item.
DoD payloads will also require a safety control system for
both, the IUS and the spacecraft. A description of a unit described
as "electrical conditioning and distribution assembly" is included and
recommended for consideration as a possible MMSE item.
5. 5. 2	 MMSE Data Sheets
The MMSE Data Sheets pertaining to electrical/avionics
support are presented on pages 5-59 through 5-66.
I
1
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Electrical/Avionics Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-01-02
Z. NAME	 Auxiliary Power Unit
3, DATE 25 September 1975
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[]	 AUTOMATED[]	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUG©	 CREW RELATED[]	 OTIiERC]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement: For payloads which require power and energy in excess of that
available from the Shuttle or the IUS before those needs can be
supplied by the solar arrays.
6.
I
I
APPLICATION 1i
POTENTIAL USERS This does not appear to be required for DoD spacecraft
presently under consideration.
I
1
i
7. ALTERNATIVE S01"UTION IF NOT MMSE
8. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
•.	 Silver zinc batteries and switching devices	 165A1111 ,1t"'r
•	 Batteries weigh 81 and 36 lbs.
A m.25 A.H Bunry•
	 Incorporated fault protection for the load. 1 ^rr ,3
l
r;L 0
	 1s+".
1
9. REMARKS Shuttle power appears to be adequate for both the IUS and payloads,
Preliminary calculations indicate that spacecraft solar arrays ,(without panels deployed)
are adequate during the IUS injection phase.
Capabilities - Shuttle: Not less than 1 kW average and 1. 5 kW peak during worst case
condition of ascent and descent. IUS: No power available for spacecraft.
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ORIGINAL P &GE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
1Electrical/Avionics Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 330-03-05-01
2. NAME	 Orbiter/Pavload Service F3ahli
3. DATE 25 September 1975
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED®	 AUTO W IUS Q
	
AUTO W TUG(]	 CREW RELATED[]	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 Provide interconnecting electricalconductors between the Shuttle
service panels and several distribution points in the payload bay
such as on or adjacent to the pallet for Shuttle deployed spacecraft.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS There is no apparent application of this item for DAD
,
spacecraft covered by this study.
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Payload peculiar cabling or the Orbiter/
tPay-load Service Cabling and J-Box (IUS Deployed), MMSE 330-03-05-03.
8. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION	 r---V	 -1
• Cable bundles terminated at connectors and junction
Xj^boxes incorporate TP,'TSP, TSQ, and coaxial conductors V'Do
for C&W, C&C, power, and data functions,
•	 Provides for 16 coaxial conductors and A89 connector
pins. If all pins were distributed between an equal no. 	 s7^_^
of TP and TSP conductors', with each shield terminated
at an individual pin, this would provide for a total of
about 195 pairs. 69,;
9. REMARKS This far 'exceeds the interface requirements of the Shuttle deployed
spacecraft now under consideration: DMSP and SOSS. They require less than a total
of 30 pairs each of which two might be coaxial. For a dual launch, the maximum is
about 60 pairs. Using this item would introduce a significant payload weight penalty.
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Electrical/Avionics Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 330-03-05-02
2. NAME Payload Umbilical Cabling (Orbiter Deployed
3. DATE 25 September 1975
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[]	 AUTOMATED	 AUTO W IUS q
	
AUTO W TUG[]	 CREW RELATED	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
	
Requirement:	 Provide interconnecting electrical conductors between junction
boxes on or adjacent to the pallet, for Shuttle deployed spacecraft,
and the umbilical connectors for those spacecraft. This item is
used with the Orbiter/Payload Service Cabling and J-Box,
MMSE 330-03-05-01.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS There is no apparent application of this item for DoD
spacecraft covered by this study.
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Payload peculiar cabling or the Payload
Umbilical Cabling (IUS Deployed), MMSE 330-03-05-040 l
,_	
_	 i
Electrical/Avionics Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 330-03-05-03
2. NAME Orbiter/Payload Service Cabling and J-Box (IUS Deployed)
3. DATE 25 September 1975
4. CATEGORYs	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED	 AUTO W IUS 21
AUTO W TUG	 CREW RELATED	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 Provide interconnecting electrical conductors between the Shuttle
service panels and several distribution points on or adjacent to
the pallet supporting directly deployed spacecraft or the cradle
supporting the IUS and IUS deployed spacecraft,
1
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSCS-II DSP FSC DMSP SOSS
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Payload peculiar cabling
-9. REMARKS This circuit capacity maybe about right for the IUS plus a DSP or
FSC spacecraft, but may be too low for dual launches of DSCS. It is somewhat too
high for a dual DMSP launch, and much greater than needed for SOSS. Contiaued
refinement of the caution, warning, and safing requirements also may modify the
required number of circuits quite significantly.
s
Fr
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'Electrical /Avionics Support MMSE Data Shc;et
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 330.-03-05-04
2. NAME	 Payload Urnbilical Cabling (IUS Deployed)
3. DATE 25 September 1075
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIEq 	 AUTOMATE, Dq 	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUG[D	 CREW RELATED	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 Provide interconnecting electrical conductors between junction
boxes on or adjacent to the pallet for Shuttle deployed spacecraft,
or the cradle supporting the IUS plus spacecraft, and the umbilical
connectors. Used with the Orbiter/Payload Service Cabling and
J-Box (IUS Deployed), MMSE 330-03-05-03.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSCS-II, DSP, FSC, DMSP, SOSS
f	 7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Payload peculiar cabling
9. ,REMARKS	 Same as for MMSE 330-03-05-03.
I^
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Electrical/Avionics Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 330-03-05-05
2. NAME Payload Service Cable (IUS)
3. DATE 25 September 1975
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATEDM	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUGC3	 CREW RELATED[] 	 OTIdERC]
5, JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 Provides interconnecting electrical. conductors between the
Shuttle/IUS disconnect and the IUS/spacecraft disconnect.
Used with the Orbiter/Payload Service Cabling and J-Box(IUS Deployed), MMSE 330-03-05-03, and the Payload Umbilical
Cabling (IUS Deployed), MMSE 330-03-05-04.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS	 There is no apUarnnt- -apj2lication of this itern for the
DoD spacecraft covered -by this s
i
i
T	 i
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE	 See Remarks
t9. REMARKS Preliminary design-studies indicate the optimum solution rmhodies
separate umbilicals for the IUS and spacecraft, both mounted on the cradle. With
this arrangement, payload circuits do not pass through the IUS
IUS Capability Supplies only cable ducts.
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Electrical/Avionics Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 TBD
2. NAME	 Isolation Power Suppl
3. DATE	 25 September 1975
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED[	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG	 CREW RELATED[] 	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 DoD spacecraft commonly use battery boost voltage regulators
with a threshold which is set at a value higher than the low limit
of allowable Shuttle voltage. This condition produces discharge
of spacecraft batteries. Spacecraft also have single-point
grounds.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSCS-II, DSP, FSC, GPS, DMSP, SOSS
y	 7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Incorporate an isolation power supply
in the Shuttle power circuits to payloads.
8. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
• Input Voltage - As defined by Shuttle voltage limits
Output Voltage - Adjustable over range of 25 to 40 VDC
• Power Output 500 W
•	 Weight 75 lb,	 J'0 Control is from PSS/MSS area.
	 +	 z
9. REMARKS Performance characteristics with respect to loadinduced ripple and
transient response to load induced ripple are particularly important in this application.
Shuttle Capabilities Shuttle uses a multipoint ground.
1
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Electrical/Avionics Supply, MMSE.Data Sheet
F
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 TBD
2, NAME	 Electrical Conditioning and Dictrihntinn Accnmhl.r
3. DATE 25 September 1975
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE :.	 AUTOMATEDO	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUGQ	 CREW'RELATEDD	 OTHER(
5. JUSTIFICATION
Requirement:	 Special safety provisions are requirea in the electrical circuits
of payloads, both IUS and- spacecraft, to control the application
of power to any circuits which produce a hazardous ,
 condition for
the Shuttle when they areT energized. This includes thruster
circuits, ordnance, 1 ptches securing the IUS/spacecraft to the
cradle, and other similar functions,
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS 	 IUS, DSCS-II•,`'DS.P,r FSC DMSP SOSS
y
9
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Required features must be incorporated
in the Shuttle/IUS/spacecraft.
9. - 'F.MARKS	 The name for this device is that which has been used in the existing;
reports, but it is not very descriptive of the actual function. ; A suitable name
change-is suggested.
Shuttle/IUS/Spacecraft Capability Incomplete-from a rigorous Shuttle safety standpoint.
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5. 6
	 FLUID SUPPORT
5.6. 1
	 Introduction
Reference 1 has been reviewed to determine if Shuttle
equipment identified for use with NASA payloads is also usable with
DoD payloads. Six DoD payloads were identified as models to determine
the usability of the equipment cataloged in the reference. These payloads
are:
DSCS-II -	 Defense Satellite Communications System II
DSP	 -	 Defense Support Program
FSC	 Fleet Satellite Communications
DMSP	 -	 Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
SOSS	 -	 Satellite Ocean Surveillance System
GPS	 Global Positioning System
In addition, a requirement for use of Radioisotope Thermo-
electric Generators (RTG) on some DoD payloads was identified. The
RTGs will presumably require a Thermal Control System, (TCS) external
to the payload for prelaunch and launching up to the time of orbital
separation from the payload bay.
Some of the salient features of these DoD payloads are sum-
marized in Table 5-3. 9
_	 a
q
i
a
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DSCS-II DSP FSC DMSP SOSS GPS RTG/TCS
GENERAL
Handling Attitude Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical orHorizontal
---
Life (Years) 5 3 7 5 ---
Multiple Launch Z No 2 No 8 ---
Orbit Synchronous Synchronous Synchronous 450 nm LEO 10, 820 nm ---
i = 98.-, o i = 800 i = 630
PROPULSION
Propellant HN2 4 N H2 4 N H2 4 N H2 4 N H 42 N2 H4 ---
Pressurant N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 N2
Tank Type Spin Feed Spin Feed Diaphragm Spin Feed Diaphragm - -
PropellantPressure (psia) 600-200 600-150 350-180 550 300 — 80 ---
;pre ssurant Pressure (psia)
y
600 --200 600 — 150 350 -- 180 4500 300 -- 80 ---
Loading Site PCR PCR Pad/PCR Pad/PCR ---
Propellant Weight (lb) 122 190 168 150 8.28 57 ---
Pressurant Weight (lb) 3 4 .6 20 24
Redundant Leak Protection No No Yes No Yes Yes ---
OTHEP.
Helium --- --- --- --- --- 500 psig ---
GN2
 Purge
IMU
--- --- ---
701b
2 S: ^'M ^-- --- ---
Primary Sensor --- --- --- 2 filter --- --- ---
Water Ground 6 psig max.
Supply
--- ^-- --- --- --- --- 1/2 in.	 dia.
Return
--- - - --- --- ---
---
7 /2 in.
	 dia.
Stearn Vent --- --- --- --- --- 4 in. dia.
l
	
5.6.2	 Fluid Services MMSE
The following items of equipment have been identified as
having potential need for NASA payload fluid servicing:
1. 330-03-06-03	 Purge System
2. 330-03-07-01	 -	 Orbiter/Payload Fluid Service
Lines (Orbiter Deployed) (See
Figures 5-1 and 5-2)
3. 330-03-07-03 -	 IUS Deployed Payload Fluid Service
	
(l)	 Lines (See Figure 5-3)
4. 330-03-07-04 -	 Payload Fluid Lines Routed via
TUS/Cradle (See Figure 5-3)
Each of these items of MMSE has been reviewed for appli-
cability to DoD payloads. The results of this review are summarized
in Table 5-4. The information is also presented in the MMSE Data
Sheets in Section 5. 6. 6.
	
5.6.3
	 Propulsion Systems Leakage Protection
For a Shuttle launch, it is essential that leakage of propel-
lant and pressurant into the payload bay be prevented for reasonsof
safety and environmental control for accompanying payloads. All of
the DoD payloads ( except the RTG) use hydrazine as a monopropellant
and nitrogen as a pressurant.
The FSC, SOSS, and GPS utilize isolation valves between
the propellant tanks and thrusters which can provide redundant propel-
lant leakage protection. The rest of the DoD payloads require the
addition of isolation valves to provide redundant protection against
leakage from thrustervalves or from mechanical connections to thruster
valve inlets,
(1) These lines are used as a set when required for IUS- launched payloads.
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Orbiter-Deployed Payloads:
Payload Umbilical Support Structure (MMSE)--
Shuttle-Deployed Payload
Orbiter Preflight Service Panel 	 i
(Near Side)
k	 Orbiter/Payload Service 3---03-07-01r	
Lines (MMSE) I
x
Orbiter Service Panel (Xo 1307) i
Figure 5-1. Payload/Orbiter Fluid/Gas Interfaces
Orbiter Deployed Payloads
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Payload Services Lines NOSE)---- 330-03-07-04	 --
Payload Services Separation-Plate 	 (MMSE) 330-03-07-05
IUS-Deployed Payload
Orbiter Preflight Service Panel ---
(Near Side)
Payload Adapter (MMSE) -
IUS1Cradle Services
'	 Separation Plate
Orbiter/Payload Service
Lines (MMSE)	 330-03-07-03
Orbiter Service Panel	 i
(Xo 1307)	 ii
i
i
Figure 5-2. Payload/ Orbiter Fluid /Gas Interfaces
	 j
IUS Deployed Payloads
I
i
_	 : I
=i
>i
j
I
I
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Payload Services Lines (MMSE)	 330 -03-07- 02 	 C
Payload Servic s Separation-Plate 	 (MMSE)	 330-03- 07-
US-Deployed Payload
Orbiter Preflight Service P-., ml
(Near SIM
Payload Adapter (MMSE) —	 -^
IUSICradle Services
Separation Plate	 ---
Orbiter/Payload Sezirice
Lines (MM SE)	 330-03-07-01
Orbiter Service Panel
(Xo 1307)
l
Figure 5-3. Payload/Orbiter Fluid/Gas Interfaces
Pallet Mounted Payload
	
t
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Table 5 -4. Adaptability Matrix of MMSE to DoD Payloads
MMSE Item DSCS-II DSP FSC DMSP SOSS GPS RTG
Purge System (06`-03) No(l) No(i) No(1) Yes NoM No(1) No(1)
Orbiter Deployed Pay- No (2) No(2) No(2) No (3) No (3) No (2) No (4)
load Lines (07 -01)
IUS Deployed Lines No (3) No(3)' No (3) No (3) No (5) No (3) No (4)
(07-03)
Cradle Routed Lines No (3) No (3) No( 3) ` No (3) No (5) No(3)' No (4)
(07-04)
Notes:- (Primary reason for non-requirement)
( 1) No payload requirement for purge.
(2) IUS' or Tug required for payload and equipment not used with such an upper
stage.
(3) Not required, but remote possibility a change may require propellant (N2H4)
dump for abort and /or N2H4 ,and GN2 remote fill and drain.
(4) Equipment does not meet payload requirements.
(5) IUS or Tug not used, and equipment only used when, an upper stage is required.
t	5.6.4	 Propellant Dump
There is no provision or requirement for propellant dump
for DoD payloads. Such a requirement would require payload design
changes and a potential need for MMSE.
Each DoD payload requires further study to determine that
pressure safety factors are adequate for a Shuttle abort.
	
5.6.5	 Propellant Fill and Drain
Propellant fill and drain procedures for DoD payloads require
further studv geared to standardization. Tn general - it a:nnears that
Fluid Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 330-03-06-03
2. NAME	 Purge System
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATEDD	 AUTO W IUS,Ox
	
AUTO W TUGq 	 CREW RELATED	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
i
Requirement: Payloads specify maximum acoustic environment 135 dB OASPL.
Orbiter payload bay acoustic environment 145 dB OASPL.
6.
i
APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DMSP Only
y
}	 i
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Pallet mounted purge system supplied
by Payload.	
-	 1
8. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 	 9	 .rrwor^3.^I!'^i[Elit1 GATOt'
The purge system consists of a mounting rack, valve/
	
]
regulator assembly, manifold and 4 standard tanks	 !^	 d(capacity 20, 50, 150 and 300 kg). Two tanks may be
manifolded together and mounted on the rack to accom-
modate specific payload requirements. Fill drains are 	 Au7aM, 17ir-
achieved through a control valve on the inlet. Deploy- 	 u^	 ( CouR^
able payloads are connected to the system through an
automatic coupling. Weight and volume are TBD. 	 I "''
/^i7iGQRCK 
^ GsE ,iii/^G2^w ^
-	 9. REMARKS Required for IMU in-flight cooling.
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	10.	 CLARIFICATION OF DESCRIPTION
The GSE fill and drain connection will attach to a nitrogen high pressure(3000 psig) line running aft to the T-0 oxidizer umbilical panel. GN2
from a ground supply will be provided until launch. Pressure regulation
to 4 + 2 psig is required. Flow rate control to 0 to 2 SCFM at 50 0
 F to
90 0 F is required.
	
11.	 MODIFICATIONS TO CONSIDER;
1. Provide four 1/4-inch diameter "automatic couplings" for attach-
ment to spacecraft (two attachments for each of two spacecraft).
2. Provide filtration downstream of regulator to 2 micron absolute
or smaller particle size for the purge line to the DMSP primary
sensor,
3. Provide gas temperature monitoring capability.
4. Provide, pressure monitoring capability for tank pressure and for	 {
regulated pressures
5. A shutoff valve is required upstream of the purge "automatic coupling"	 ".
for T-O closure of the purge to the primary sensor.
12. RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION
1. The IMU on the DMSP requires coolant gas up to deployment:
2. The primary sensor of the DMSP requires moisture control and
cleanliness to less than 2 micron particulate size during pre-
launch operations.
	
13.
	
OTHER:
Also connects to cabling: 330-07-05-01, -03, -04
May need connection to ground-supplied GN2 : 330-03-07-03
1
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Fluid Support MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 330-03-07-01
2. NAME	 Orbiter/Payload Fluid Service Lines (Orbiter Deployed)
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:
	
SORTIE[]	 AUTOMATED©	 AUTO W IUS q
AUTO W TUGO	 CREW RELATED[]	 OTHER[]
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
r
i
r
I	 I
i
f'
7
ri
1
Fluid Support MMSE Data Sheet
i
Orbiter/Payload Fluid Service Lines (Orbiter Deployed), 330-03-07-01
(font' d)
11.	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION:
This equipment is used when the IUS or Tug are not used.
The equipment, therefore, cannot even be considered for
the DSCS-II, DSP, FSC, or GPS.
This equipment does not meet the requirements of various
RTG/TCS concepts.
The equipment is not required for the DMSP and SOSS. The
DMSP uses a nitrogen purge, but this equipment does not
interface with the 330-03-06- 03-purge system. The equip-
ment is also overly complex to supply only a GN2 purge.
There is a remote possibility_ that a change in design or
requirements could result in the need for N2 H4 dump or for
N2 H4 and GN2 remote fill and drain. This could result
in further consideration of the applicability of these lines,
C•
E	 a
E
	 I	 ^
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4•	 Fluid 5uDDort MMSE Data Sheet
F 1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 330-03-07-03
2. NAME IUS Deployed Payload Fluid Service Lines
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[]	 AUTOMATEDq 	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG[]	 CREW RELATEDQ	 OTHER[]
k
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
i
Fluid Support MMSE Data Sheet
IUS Deployed Payload Fluid Service Lines, 330-03-07-03 (Cont'd)
10.	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION:
1a
This equipment does not meet the requirements of the various
RTG/TCS concepts.
There is no requirement for fluid services through orbiter
interfaces for the DSCS-II, DSP, FSC, or the GPS`.
The SOSS does not use the IUS or the IUS cradle, so that
the 330-03--7-04 cradle-mounted lines that this equipment 	 j
interfaces with are completely out of consideration, 	 a
The DMSP uses a nitrogen purge, but this equipment does
not interface with the 330-03-06-03 purge system. The
equipment is also overly complex to supply only a GN 2 purge.
There is a remote possibility that a change in design or
requirements could result in the need for N 2 H 4 dump or for
N 2 H 4 and GN2 remote fill and drain. This could result in
further consideration of the applicability of these lines.
5-8'0
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Fluid Support MMSE Data Sheet
"	 1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 330-03-07-04
2. NAME Payload Fluid Lines Routed via IUS/Cradle
3. DATE
4. CATEGORY:
	
SORTIE[]	 AUTOMATED	 AUTO W IUSD
	
AUTO W TUG[] 	 CREW RELATED[]	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Not required for DoD payloads
s_
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
j
}
If	
`
Fluid Support MMSE Data Sheet
Payload Fluid Lines Routed via IUS/Cradle, 330-03-07-04 (Cont'd) 	 +
10.	 RATIONALE FOR APPLICATION:
This equipment does not meet the requirements of the various i
RTG/TCS concepts.
There is no requirement for fluid services through orbiter
interfaces for the DSCS-II DSP, FSC, or the GPS.
The BOSS does not use the 'IUS or the-IUS cradle, so that
cradle-mounted lines are completely out of consideration.
The DMSP uses a nitrogen purge, but this equipment does
not interface with the 330-03-06-03 purge system. The
equipment is also overly complex to supply only a GN2 purge-
There is the remote possibility that a change in design or
requirements could result in the need for N 2 H 4 dump or
for N' H4 and GN2 remote fill and drain. This could result
in further consideration of the applicability of these lines.
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5. 7
	
MISSION SPECIALIST AND PAYLOAD SPECIALI,
S TA TIONS
Some preliminary work was accomplished relativ
application of Mission Specialist Station (MSS) and Payload Spe
Station (PSS) equipments to DoD payloads. The NASA payload
station equipment includes cathode ray tubes . for dynamic display, a
Ir.(^ybonrd for operator interaction with the electronics unit controlling
displays, and a hard copy unit. The DoD satellite interface studies
showed the need for on-board equipment to assist in payload down-
link testing, a spacecraft control panel, safety support equipment,
and spacecraft checkout. However, as this study was underway, the
USAF directive for minimum satellite/orbiter interface approaches
was made and. it was assumed that one of the interpretations of this
Ali rective would be a deletion of any payload specialist station equip-
rrient in the near term.
5. 8
	
LAUNCH SITE MMSE
5.8. 1	 Introduction
Reference 2 identified several items of ground support
equipment which had multiple use applicability to. NASA KSC payloads
destined for launch by the Space Transportation System (STS). Follow-
ing the Martin study completion, certain of the items were selected
by the KSC Payload Integration Office and recommendi„d to NASA Head-
quarters for further consideration. These items have been assessed
for similar applicabilit), to DoD payloads scheduled for Shuttle Launches.
5.8.2	 Approach
Each of the MMSE items were separately examined to deter-
mine if their functional and performance characteristics would satisfy
the support requirements of those payloads identified in the DoD Space
Mission Model, Revision 4. Where neces-nary, rational projections
of requirements were made for those payloads which have not progressed
beyond the planning stage. Both KSC and VAFB launched programs
were included.
The Martin study assigned categories to the various MMSE	 1
candidates, e. g. , Category A for required.- items, Category B for' -
proposed items, and Category C for optional items. Only the first
two were carried through their analysis to,a determination of applic-
ability to specific payloads. This DoD evaluation was consequently
limited to consideration of only those Category .A and B items. The
optional Cat-egoty C MMSE can be analyze.d'for DoD applicability in
follow-oti effort as NASA identifies desirable candidates from that
9roL7l?.	
1
i
}
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The support equipment assembly known as Interface Verifi-
cation Equipment (IVE), or Shuttle Integration Device (SID), was added
to the MMSE list and evaluated. The definitive reference was that
described by Rockwell International in their briefing package "Interface
Verification Equipment Study (NAS 9-14000CCA-140)-IVE Concept,
dated May 5, 1975, As the information is conceptual, a certain amount
of latitude was taken in attributing to the equipment characteristics
the full intent of the unit's purpose, i. e. , to be a "standard set of hard-
ware representing the Shuttle flight article with regard to fit, form,
and function to accept a payload. " (Briefing by R. T. Everline, Payload
Coordination Office, "Interface Verification Equipment Study Overview,
NASA-S-75-15.15 A, Ma}, 5, 1975. )
5.8.3	 Ground Rules and Assumptions
The lack of detail, both in the MMSE specifications and in
some of the payload.s, and the unique processing constraints imposed
by the Shuttle system ., necessitated the establishment_ of DoD-peculiar
qualifying ground rules and assumptions. These supplement those
identified by Martin in their Revision 1 to the MMSE Catalogue (Launch
Site), February 1975, and were as follows:
1 .	 DoD payloads will be installed for flight in the orbiter
on-pad at VAFB. At KSC, the DoD installations will
be primarily in the payload changeout room, but instal-
lation in the orbiter processing facility is not ruled
out:
.i
2. Where not specifically defined, , launch site MMSE
capacities,
ands otherc it cal characteristics will becompat co ibleP
with the DoD payload requirements,
3. Sufficient quantities of the MMSE will be provided
to service DoD needs, both at KSC and VAFB.
5_.85
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4. Payloads will be designed, or modified, to be com-
patible with the STS characteristics as specified in
NASA publications JSC-07700, Volume XIV, Space
Shuttle System Payload Accommodations, Change 10,
and K-SM-14, KSC Launch Site Accommodations
Handbook for STS Payloads, Revision 1. Any excepti
will be rectified by MMSE or payload- supplied equipn
5. Tug and IUS-peculiar support requirements are not
included in this assessment although the potential is
noted in some cases.
6. As some payloads will be flown in a shared or multip7
launch, the annual applicability rate identifies only
the numbers of payloads launched and not necessarily
the number of Shuttle launches.
7. Spacecraft processing at KSC will be conducted in the
CCAFS SAB, SAEF No. 1 or in the PCR.
8. Payload designs will withstand loads imposed by handling
and transportation in either vertical or horizontal
orientation, based on the strength requirements of
return and abort landings.
9. Applicability is based on "potential application."
Potential application for MMSE GSE to a DoD payload
means that there is a reasonable expectation that the
requirement for the equipment will develop by the
Shuttle era.
p	 5.8.4	 DoD Applicability of, NASA-Launch Site 'MMSE
y
Thirteen items of the candidate MMSE were found to have
DoD applicability. Table 2-3 (Section 2, -pages 2-7 and 2-8 of this
report) summarizes the assessments in matrix form with indications of
first need date for DoD, launch site assignment, total number of payload
f launches, and other pertinent data. (The table is supported by the
individual MMSE data sheets presented on pages 5-92 through 5-110.) 	 r
a
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1Tlie IVE analysis was based on the expanded description
given in Section 5. 8. 5. It should be noted that the assessment is only
tentative and a considerable expansion of capabilities and functions
would be necessary before DoD acceptability could be further considered.
Among the unidentified provisions are crew indoctrination and training,
final positioning and c. g. verifications, and the ability to conduct
electrical power disconnect and reconnect.
The six items for which applicability was not identified
may have applicability when the payload designs become more definitive.
I
The applicability assessments cannot be construed as DoD
commitments. The items will need to be defined in much greater
detail as to their capabilities and the assurance that they scope the 	 -
i range of intended DoD requirements.. Further, a thorough study of
cost effectiveness would be required which would consider such factors a
as factory equipment availability and quantity/schedule/location implications.
It is felt that there is a very real potential for cost savings i
in the provisioning of standardized ground support equipment, i. e.,	 l
MMSE. It is recommended that these studies be carried forward to
,f lower levels of detail in the definition of the equipment and that the
i implications of usage by the payloads be considered more fully.
i5.8.5	 Interface Verification Equipment (IVE) Level I (Orbiter)
The IVE concept assessed applicability to DoD payloads
is shown in Figure 5-4, and described below in outline form.
t 	 1.	 Intended Application.
G	
;
Verify all physical and functional interfaces between
E[	 -	 the orbiter and payload as installed in the cargo bay.i	 Also serves to support Level II and III integration.
7	 t
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2. Potential Application:
Prelaunch payload servicing, systems testing.
3. Functional Characteristics:
a. Form	 Provides an exact replica of the cargo
bay geometry to verify that installed payloads
have prescribed clearances to orbiter structure.
b. Fit - Verifies that payload mountings, connect-
ions to orbiter servicing and checkout provisions,
and locations of access panels and payload
umbilicals are correctly fabricated and positioned
to mate with orbiter interfaces.
C.
	 Function
(1)	 Mechanical
(a) Provides payload heat exchange at
5200, 21, 500," and 29, 000 Btu/hr
at 45 0 F (7. 2 0 C) maximum
temperature.
(b) Leak checking of fluid systems	 ~(pressure decay method)
K
f
.'	 (2)	 Electrical
(a) Primary (7 KW) and secondary(5 KW) power at 27 -32 vDC and
24-32 vDC.
(b) Fuel cell software simulation
(3)	 Avionic
(;a)
	
	 Payload Specialist Station (PSS)
console for performance of payload
i	 orbital checkout and control functions.t
(b)
	
	 Mission Specialist Station (MSS)
console for verification of orbiter T
payload control functions and
adequacy of catLtion and warning
provisions.
'	
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(c)	 Control, monitoring, and routing
of signal flow to/from payload to
GSE and data processing equipment. i
- (d)	 Flight software validation utilizing
orbiter TLM PCM system.
4. ,aUse Location:	 KSC, VAFB
>. Duration of Use:
Variable dependent on payload /orbiter interface
complexity.	 Upper limit is approximately 12 days
based on 2-week launch centers and single IVE:
b. Mobility:	 None, fixed installation
7. Installation Requirements:
Standard and-payload-unique hoist and handling, support
equipment; payload -unique
 servicing and checkout
equipment; ground orbiter access panels and umbilicals;
and in-flight cables, equipment, and umbilicals.
	 (All
as pertaining to in-bay payload operations. )
$. Subsystem Applications:
	
All
K:
9. Spacecraft A4-)difications Required:
Automated F zyload checkout capability is required.
Horizontal hoisting and mating provisions.
10. Applicability Assessment:
a.	 NASA Payloads - All
b.	 DoD Payloads - All
11, Limitations:
a. `	 The IVE is located only at the launch site and
may be limited to a, single installation. 	 Payloads
t` (other than standardized upper stages and space-
4 craft) must have all orbiter interfaces verified
a before leaving the factory in order to 'conform
_ to the success-oriented philosophy of the STS.
Therefore, each payload supplier has to provision
i
E
3
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rthe necessary verification equipment anyway
to assure orbiter compatibility before arrival
at the launch site. The IVE, in cases of upper
stage applications, verifies the orbiter interface
of the mated; configuration and serves as a
reverification of the spacecraft interfaces when
these is no upper stage.
b.
	
	
Current design concept is for horizontal payload
installations.
12. Cost:	 $1M (Assumed)
13. Data Source:
Briefing, Interface Verification Equipment: Study(NAS G-14000 CCA-140) - IVE Concept, Rockwell
International, May 5, 1975.
5.8.6	 MMSE Data Sheets
The individual Launch Site MMS'E Data Sheets are presento(J
on pages 5-92 through 5-110.
'r
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i	 Figure 5-4. Shuttle/Orbiter Payload Interi'	 Equipment (IVE) Concept
i
Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. KMA-MH -06
2. NAME	 Access Platform, Spacecraft Assembly Stand, Vertical
3. DATE.
4. , CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED®	 AUTO W IUS Q
	AUTO W TUG®	 CREW RELATED[] 	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
These platforms will be used to access spacecraft in the spacecraft vertical
assembly stand and to access kickstages with or without spacecraft in the
kickstage assembly/test stand. Avoids provisions of launch site stands by
each user. Avoids installation and removal of stands for each new payload.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSCS- II FSC DSO GPS DMSP STP plus 3 others.
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Use existing user-supplied stands
for all• DoD transition payloads.
9. REMARKS Usable at both KSC and VAFB. Cost effectiveness primarily -dependent
on new payloads which require provisioning and elimination of duplicate stands for
launch site use. Not applicable to-PCR per assumption facility stands will be supplied.
STP (shared) is a small, secondary payload which would not require such an extensive
stand.. STP ('dedicated) is too long at 57 1 . Also, any multiple spacecraft launches
will probably involve a stack exceeding the stand's height capacity (TBD).
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iLaunch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. KMA-MH-10
2. NAME Container, Payload
3, DATE
4.' CATEGORY:	 SORTIE®	 AUTOMATED©	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUGRg	 CREW RELATED	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This container will house all configurations of payloads during transfer from the
various payload processing facilities to the orbiter (OPF or pad) and return.
Provides mating with PCR and environmental maintenance during loading and
unloading at PCR.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS	 DSCS- II, FSC, DSP, GPS, STP plus 4 others.
-7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Payloads could be hoisted directly into the
a
PCR from their own factory-to-launch site containers per current practice. Also, launch
site movement can be supported by each payload's shipping provisions.
a
9. REMARKS Not applicable to VAFB as payload installation does not involve container- 	 j
ization, and factory to launch site equipment will suffice for on- site movement. KSC
applicability subject to requirement to maintain PCR environment during installation into
that facility, and the container is the only means for installation.
(1) - To allow interfacing with ground power, environmental conditioning, 'environmental
monitoring, and RTG cooling systems.
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Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. KMA-MH-11
2. NAME	 Container, Payload Element
3. DATE
4. • CATEGORY:
	
SORTIE®
	
AUTOMATED®
	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG	 CREW RELATED[]	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This container will house spacecraft payloads (less than 25 feet in length) during
transfers from building to building within the launch site. As such, it will
allow use of smaller spacecraft processing facilities and reduce the number
of full size containers required.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSCS- II FSC DSP STP GPS DMSP, plus 3 others.
r
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Each payload uses own transport
container provisions.
1
9. REMARKS Applicability dependent on use in lieu of individual factory to launch
- site shipping provisions. ` Also applicable to IUS movements. Not applicable if
multiple payload stacks exceed 251.
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Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO, KNIA-MH-19
2, NAME Fixture, Payload Handling
3. DATE
4.' CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[]	 AUTOMATED®	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUG®	 CREW RELATED	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
Used on-line for horizontal handling of large payloads ( spacecraft, multiples,
or TUG/IUS).
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS Two 'other" payloads.
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Each payload provides own handling
gQuiinment. Transition p ayloads can use existing provisions.
9. REMARKS	 Noted applicability is based on size and/or weight. Payloads with
Tug/IUS are assumed to be handled vertically. Additional use may develop as
multiple spacecraft stacks and return spacecraft are defined.
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Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet 1
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 KMA-MH-27
2. NAME	 Sling Set, Multipurpose
3. DATE
4. •
 CATEGORY:	 SORTIEq 	 AUTOMATED®	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG[3	 CREW RELATED[]	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This set will provide general purpose lifting capability in conjunction with
cranes or building hoists.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSCS-II, FSC, DSP, STP, DMSP, GPS, plus 5 others.
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Payloads provide own slings as used
in factory.
9 REMARKS Questionable cost effectiveness unless standardized system can
replace in-factory provisions or duplication of special slings at launch site is
avoided.
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Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 KMA-MH-34
Z. NAME Stand, Spacecraft Assembly, Vart4raj
3. DATE
4. , CATEGORY:
	
SORTIE, q 	 AUTOMATED[2	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUG®	 CREW RELATED[] 	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This stand will support automated spacecraft in the vertical orientation for final
assembly and test prior to payload buildup. It will support multiple spacecraft
with adapters for multispacecraft buildup and alignment prior to installation on
the Tug/IUS.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIA , USERS DSCS-II FSC, DSP, STP, GPS, DMSP, plus 5 others.
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Each payload provides own stand.
i
9. REMARKS May require use of adapter if spacecraft support points do not
match the six rails of the stand. Assumes no payload requires horizontal pro-
cessing, which may be required for some payloads.
i
i
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fLaunch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO, KNIA-MH-39
Z. NAME	 Transporter, Payload Container, Horizontal
3. DATE
4. , CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED91	 AUTO W IUS 2
	AUTO W TUG[)	 CREW RELATED	 OTHER(
1	 5. JUSTIFICATION
This unit will be used to transport the payload container in the horizontal
attitude from payload processing facilities to the OPF or pad and return. {
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSCS-II, FSC, DSP, GPS, STP, plus 4 others
i
kl
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Use existing transporters for
transition payloads.
i
9. REMARKS	 Applicability may be limited to KSC for containerized payload
transport. VAFB applicability dependent on finalization of flow procedures and
use of'XSC container (KMA-MH-10).
5-98
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Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO, KMA-MH-41
2. NAME Transporter, Payload Container, Vertical/ Element
3. DATE
4. • CATEGORY:	 SORTIE®	 AUTOMATED®	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUG®
	
CREW RELATEDQ	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This unit will be used at KSC to transport the payload container from the TPF
or SAEF 1 to the pad and return and to transport the payload element container
between processing facilities,
6. APPLICA'T'ION
POTENTIAL, USERS DSCS-II, FSC, DSP, GPS, STP, plus 4 others.
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
9
9. REMARKS	 Applicability limited primarily to KSC„ VAFB applications unknown
pending definition of off-line payload build-up requiring vertical transport to pad.
5
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Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
	 -
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.
	
KMA-MT-07
2. NAME " Simulator, Payload, Mechanical 	 y
3. DATE
4. ,
 CATEGORY:	 SORTIEq 	 AUTOMATED	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG2
	 CREW RELATED	 OTHER]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This simulator will be used for payload facility and support equipment verification
prior to processing a flight payload.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS Not Applicable
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
1
I _	 I'
Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. KMB-AH-30
2. NAME Stand, Work, Payload Assembly/ Test, Horizontal
3. DATE
4. ,
 CATEGORY:	 SORTIE q 	 AUTOMATED®
	
AUTO W IUS q
	
AUTO W TUG[	 CREW RELATED[]	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This stand is used to provide access and support to automated payloads for
assembly, disassembly, and Level I interface simulation activities.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSCS-II, FSC, DSP, GPS, STP, DMSP, plus 5 others.
—1
_	 7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Each payload provides own stands and
orbiter interface simulation verification.
9. REMARKS Desirable item for use at both KSC and VAFB but retension fittings
.should be identical, not just similar to those in the orbiter.: Spacecraft assembled
vertically at the launch site (DSCS -II) would be used primarily for the interface
verification provisions. STP assumed to utilize NASA primary payload _provisions.
5-101
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Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. KMB-MS-01
2. NAME Set, Hydrazine, Service
3. DATE
4. , CATEGORY:	 SORTIE®	 AUTOMA.TE'.D®	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W TUGgg	 CREWRELA.TE'DC	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This equipment is used to drain, flush, purge, and fill .as required the hydrazine
systems of orbiter payloads at the Tug and Hazard Processing facilities.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS	 DSCS-II,'FSC, DSP,,STP,, GPS,'DMSP plus 5 others.
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
y
r
9. REMARKS	 SSCS, DSSS, STP , (shared) and STP (dedicated) are new payloads for
which hydrazine use is assumed. Also assumes quantities, rates, accuracies
are compatible with DoD needs.' ' Use requires _standardization of payload connections.
t	 ;,	 r
1'
i
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Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. KMB-MS-02
2. NAME	 Set, Instrument Gas, Service
3. DATE
4. •
 CATEGORY:	 SORTIE	 AUTOMATED	 AUTO W IUS q
AUTO W TUG[]	 CREW RELATED[]	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This equipment is .used to supply instrument gas, as required, to orbiter
payloads at the pad and at the processing facilities.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS	 TBD
"
a
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
1. IDENTIFIGA'rION NO 'KMB-MS-'03
2. NAME_ Set, Liquid Helium, Service
3. DATE k
4. , CATEGORY:	 SORTIEE	 AUTOMA..TE'DE
	 AUTO W IUSZ
	
AUTO W"TUGS
	 CREW RELATEDQ
	 OTHER(]
5. JUSTIFICA?TION
This equipment is used to supply liquid helium, -:as requir.Ed, to }the orbiter
.payloads at the pad and payload =pr oces sing =facilities.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL _USERS TBD
7. A"LTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
r
r
Y
Launch Site °MMSE .Data. Sheet
	AUTOMATED®	 AUTO W IUS q
	
CREW RELATED	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This equipment is used to supply liquid hydrogen, as required, to orbiter
payloads at the spacecraft and Spacelab processing facilities.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS
	
TBD
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
5
Launch Site Ml
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 KMB-MS-04
2. NAME	 Set, Liquid Hydrogen, Service
3. DATE
4. 1
 CATEGORY:	 SORTIE®
AUTO W TUG[3
tr
cis
Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.
	
KMB-MS-09
2. NAME	 Cart, Payload Purge r
3. DATE
4. ,
 CATEGORY:	 SORTIE[	 AUTOMATED	 AUTO W IUSIM	 }
AUTO W TUG[	 CREW RELATEDQ
	 OTHERC7
5. JUSTIFICATION
This :item of equipment is used to provide a positive pressure internal to the
payload to maintain internal cleanliness.
APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSP FSC DMSP
7. ALTERNATIVE, SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE Each payload supplies own provisions.	 j
Bagging and covers could also be used.
.-	 a
s
9. REMARKS Lack of design definition precludes :designation of other payloads as 	 - t.
potential users. Also, the actual degree of contamination control will be dependent
on finalized STSprovisions and operational experience.
5-1"06
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Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO 	 KMB-SS-03
2. NAME Set, Liquid Nitrogen, Service
3. DATE
4. , CATEGORY:	 SORTIE®
	
AUTOMATED[]	 AUTO W IUS
	
AUTO W_TUGO	 CREW RELATEDQ	 I OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This equipment is used to supply liquid nitrogen, as required, to orbiter
payloads at the pad and Spacelab processing facility.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS TBD
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
i^
	 II
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Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
	
	
4;
f,
1. IDENTIFICATION NO. 	 KMB-SS-04
2. NAME	 Set, Liquid Neon, Service
3. DATE	 !
4. 1
 CATEGORY:	 SORTIE®	 AUTOMATED0
	 AUTO W IUS
AUTO W TUG
	 CREW RELATED[]
	 OTHER
.5. JUSTIFICATION
This equipment is used to supply liquid Neon, as required, to orbiter payloads
at the Spacelab processing facility.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS TBD
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE
s
i
j
Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.	 KMB-SS-05
	
2..NAME Set, Liquid Oxygen, Service 	 j
3. DATE
4. , CATEGORY:	 SORTIE®	 AUTOMATEDq 	 AUTO W IUS q
	
AUTO W TUGO	 CREW RELATEDQ	 OTHER[]
5. JUSTIFICATION
This equipment is used to supply liquid oxygen, as required, to orbiter
payloads at the Spacelab processing facility.
6. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS TBD
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE`
r1	 r
-	 f4
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Launch Site MMSE Data Sheet 	 f
1. IDENTIFICATION NO.
2. NAME Interface Verification Equipment (IVE)
3. DATE
4. ,
 CATEGORY:	 SORTIE®,, 	 AUTOMATED®"	 AUTO W IUS^,.
	
!
	
AUTO W TUG®,-
	CREW RELATED[]
.
:	 OTHER r
5. JUSTIFICATION
This equipment is used to provide final :verification of the payload interfaces
with the orbiter as to form; fit, and function.
. APPLICATION
POTENTIAL USERS DSCS-II, FSC, DSP•, STP, GPS, DMSP, plus 5 others-
7. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION IF NOT MMSE -- Users -will have to -provide their own
E
verification equipment.
d
B. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
The equipment consists of a large stand which-duplicates
all orbiter cargo bay'interfaces, the:aft°orbiter cabin_	 i
with MSS'andPSS-installations; and a :complement -of• 	 3
9. REMARKS The use of this equipment mustbe coordinated:with.Item3KMB.^AH=30; 	 -"
Stand Work.' P ayload Assembly/Test, Horizontal.:_ If`:the-latter is also-implemented,.it
	
I	 `
will serve the purpose of Lev&Iverification-for payloads not- us ng • the l IUS/Tug or for	 {
verification prior to IUS/Tug mating. The utility-,of provisioningboth items needs:torbe
addressed.
(1) As defined by Rockwell ,International in Interface Verification Equipment Study`.	 r(NAS 9-14000 CCA-140), 5 May 1975,
s
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6. PAYLOAD/IUS INTERFACE (MMSE) STRUCTURE STUDY
Fifteen of the MMSE items selected as candidates for 1
application to DoD payloads fall into the category of payload/IUS inter-
face equipments. These include adapters, mounting beams, spacers,
service- plates, and a separation latch and push - off assembly. Of
the 12 DoD payloads considered, nine require an IUS. Several of these
nine payloads will be transitioning to the IUS from Transtage. Currently
the IUS physical interface with the payload is the Transtage interface.
If these payloads were to fly singly on IUS, i. e., not share the IUS
9
flight with another payload, the physical Transtage interface could be
used without MMSE assuming that the interface loads and umbilical
requirements are compatible. However, there is an excess payload
weight capability available in the generic IUS performance map for all
DoD synchronous equatorial payloads if flown singly. The MMSE
is designed to support multiple payloads on the IUS. The payload/IUS
interface structure in the MMSE catalog also has the effect of standard-
izing the interface so that payloads could be flown singly (with ballast)
or sharing the IUS flight without changing the interface or payload
support. If the MMSE IUS payload interface equipments are accepted
f and used, payload flight sharing is enhanced by having payload inter-
changeability not only between DoD payloads but also NASA payloads.
A brief conceptv.al study was made to identify the MMSE
which would be used in this situation on DoD payloads. Since in this
study the applications of interest are those which occur early in the
Shuttle era, only the IUS (pre-Tug) equipment is considered. MMSE
described in the catalog is used directly wheneverpossible. If modifi-
cations in the MMSE could either enhance their applicability to DoD
6-1
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payloads or extend their application to additional payloads, the modifi-
cations which would accomplish this are described.
For this task an IUS which uses solid rocket propellant
engines in a two-stage configuration wasconsidered. In the case of the
payload mounting beam, it was assumed that the payload spacer will
	 !w
separate from the beam by means of explosive bolts. The separation
mechanism was not described in the catalog. Discussions with Martin
Marietta resulted in the assumptions for , this , study.	 {
j
`f	 IUS payload configurations studied were: (1) DSCS payload
on IUS, (2) DSCS payloads in tandem on IUS, (3) DSP (1)
 payload on IUS,
(4) DSCS plus DSP(l ) payloads in tandem on IUS, (5) FSC payload -on IUS;.
(6) two FSC payloads in tandem on IUS`, (7) FSC and DSCS. payloads in
tandem on IUS, and (8) four GPS payloads on IUS, tandem and side-by-
	
6
side.
I	 '	 1
The study consisted of three tasks: 	 i	 1
I
1. Select the MMSE which could be applied and accomplish
a design weight statement summarizing the IUS pay--
load weights with MMSE -included
2. For the multiple configurations where orbiter payload 	 c
bay dimensional constraints could ,
 b-e^ a .problem,
conceptual layouts were made of the IUS plus payloads
1
3. Modifying MMSE concepts to be more compatible
with multiple_DoD payloads.
The application of MMSE to DoD'payloads for this IUS/
payload interface structure study was accomplished us ng •;;the .application
rules described on Page 95 of Reference 15 The payload- definitions
used were those from References 6 through 10. This first-cut at: the
c
(1) Without payload shroud.	 {
6-2
IN	 applications resulted in the design described by i •he weight statement
shown. in Tables 6-l., 6-2, and 6-3. These data show that 227 or 318 kg i
(500 or 700 lb) can be saved by going from. the 4. 5 m (176 in) diameter
spacer ( see Table 6-1) to the smaller diameter spacer for the multiple
payloads. However, the DoD payloads which the spacer fits over are
2.67 to 2.78 m (105 to 109.4 in) in diameter. The 3.0 m (120 in)
diameter spacer currently described in the MMSE list might work for
the 2. 67 m (i05 in) diameter payload but is too small a diameter for
the other payloads. It is therefore recommended (and Table 6-2 data
reflects) that the 3. 0 m (120 in) spacer be increased to 3. 5 m (138 in).
The length was maintained at 4. 3 m (170 in) so that the applicability
to the NASA mission model estimated by Martin would remain valid.
For the configuration supporting DSP and DSCS in. tandem,
ttie 4. 3 m ( 170 in) long spacer required the payload package to exceed
the length. of the payload bay available to it. A shortened version of
x	 tfic spacer (XI'LS-3) is therefore recommended -for consideration by
NASA as a possible MMSE item (see Table 6-2 and Figure 6-1). If
a payload shroud is needed for DSP ( see pages 5-14, 5- 35) the integra-
tion of a shroud into the multiple payload configuration for DSP needs
to be studied.
The FSC and DSCS-lI payloads in tandem configuration is shown
in Figure 6-2. The 4. 3 m (170 in) long sp=tG: er. is shown. The DSCS
plus DSP payloads in tandem are shown in F-.^gurc 6-1. The shortened
spacer [3. 3 m (130 in) long version} is shown. Four GPS satellites
mounted, on the IUS, again using MMSE, are shown in Figure 6-3.
In order to obtain rattle room in this configuration., the 4. 5 m (176 in)
diameter beam described in the MMSE catalog for payload mounting
beam XPMB- l (side:-by-side payloads) was inadequate.: The diameter
of the payload mounting beam shown in the figure has been reduced.	 1
ORi
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Two DSP + Two FSC 4
Satellites On Ii3S_ DSCS-II DSCS-II DSP DSCS-II FSC FSC DSCS-TI
Total Satellite Length (m) 2. 62 5.18 6.86 9.47 4.88 9. 75 7. {,Z
Satellite Diameter (m) 2.74 2.74 2.78 2.78 2.67 2, r7 ;, ;•)
Total Satellite Weight (kg) l1) 628 1,255 1,093 1,720 844 1,088 1, 472
MMSE Weights (kg)
XPMB- Z 113 113 113
PNIB-2 169 169(2) 169 169(3 )
SLP-1 29 29 29 29 29 Z i 29
PIA-3 39 39 39 39 39 39 39
PSP-1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
PSP-2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Top Deck Subtotal (189) (245) (189) (245) (189) (245) (245)
PLS 24 123 123 123
PLS-6 162
PIA-3 39 39 39 39
PMB=2 169 169(4) 160 169(4)
ITA-1 110 110 110 110
Separation System (5) 5 5 5 5
SLP-1 29 29 29 29
PSP-1 6 6 6 6
PSP-2 3 3 3 3
Lower Deck Subtotal (484) (484) (523) (484)
Total NINISE Weight tke) 189 729 189 729 189 768 729
Gross Weight (kg) 816 1,984 1,282 Z,449 1,033 2,456 2,200
Table 6-1a. IUS/Payload Support MMSE Utilization
4. 5 m Diameter Spacer, Payload Mounting
Beam and Associated Equipment
Two DSP + Two FSC +
Satellites On IUS DSCS-II DSCS-II DSP DSCS-II FSC FSC DSCS-II
Total Satellite Length (in) 103 204 270 373 192 384 300
Satellite Diameter (in) 108 108 109.4 109.4 105 105 108
Total Satellite Weight (lb) (1) 1,383 2,766 2,409 3,792 1,861 3,722 3,244
MMSE Weights (lb)
XPMB-2 249 249 249
PMB-2 373 373(2) 373 373(3)
SLP-1 63 63 63 63 63 63 63
PIA-3 85 85 85 85 85 85 85
PSP-1 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
PSP-2 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Top Deck Subtotal (417) (541) (417) (541) (417) (541) (541)
PLS-4 272 272 272
PLS-6 358
PIA-3 85 85 85 85
PMB-2 373 373(4) 373 373(4)
ITA-1 243 243 243 243
Separation System (5) 10 10 10 10
SLP-1 63 63 63 63
PSP-1 13 13 13 13
PSP-2 7 7 7 7
-Lower Deck Subtotal (i, 066) (1,066) (1,152) (1,066)
Total MMSE Weight (lb) _	 417 1,607 417 1,607 417' 1,693 1,607
Gross Weight (lb) 1,800 =4,373 2,8z6 5,399 2,278 5,415 4,851
Table 6 -ib. IUS/Payload Support MMSE Utilization, 176 in Diameter
Spacer, Payload Mounting Beam and Associated Equipment
)
a
(1) Has beef.-up, no adapter.
(2) Supports DSP.(3) Supports FSC.(4) Supports DSCS-II(5) Explosive bolts to eject front beam.
Table 6-2a. IUS/Payload Support MMSE Utilization-""
With Modified 3. 5 m Diameter_XPLS
Spacers and Associated Equipment i
Two DSP + Two FSC +
Satellites On IUS DSCS-II DSCS-II DSP DSCS-II FSC FSC DSCS-II
Total Satellite Length (m) , 2. 62 5.18 6.86 9.47 4.88 9.75 7.62
Satellite Diameter (m) 2.74 2.74 Z. 78 2.78 2.67 2.67 2.74
Total Satellite Weight (kg) ( 1) 628 1,255 1,093 1,720 844 1,688 1,472
MMSE Weights (kg)
XPMB-2 113 113 113 113(2) 113 113 113(3)
SLP-1 29 29 29 29 29 29 29
PIA-3 39 39 39 39 39 39 39
PSP-1 6 6 0 6 6 6 6
PSP-2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Top Deck Subtotal (189) (189) (189) (189) (189) (189) (189)
XPLS- 3a(4) 109 109 109
XPLS-3b(5) 70
XPLS-2a(6) 59
PIA'-3 , 39 39 39 39
XPMB-2 113 113(7) 113 113(7)
Separation System(8) 5 5 5 5
SLP-1 29 29 29 29
PSP-1 ' 6 6 6 6
PSP- 2 3 3 3. 3
Lower Deck Subtotal (303) (264) (361) (303)
Total MMSE Weight (kg)' 189 492 189 453 189 550 492
Gross Weight (kg) 816 1,746 1,282 2,173 1,033 2,239 1, 963
(1) Has beef-up, no adapter.(2) Supports DSP."(3)' -Supports FSC.'
(4) ' Enlarged to 3.5 m diameter, retains MMSE length (4.3 m).{	 (5) Enlarged to 3.5 m diameter, shortened to 2, 67 m.(6) Enlarged to 3.5 m diameter, retains MMSE length.( 7 ) Supports DSCS-II.	 —...-(8) Explosive bolts to eject front beam.
Twco DSP + Two FSC -
Sate=llites On L S DSCS-II DSCS-II DSP DSCS-II FSC FSC DSCS-II
Total Satellite Length (in) 103 204 270 373 192 384 300
Satellite Diameter (in) 108 108 109.4 109.4 105 105 108
Total Satellite Weight (10 1) 1,383 2,766 2,409 3,792 1,861 3,722 3,244
MMSE Weights (lb)
XP11B- , 249 249 249 249(2) 249 249 249(3)
SLP- I 63 63 63 63 63 63 63
P1_a-3 85 85 85 85 85 85 85
PSP-i 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
PSP-3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Top Deck Subtotal (417) (417) (417) (417) (417) (417) (417)
XPLS-3a(4 ) 240 240 240
XPLS-3b(5) 155
XPLS-2a(6) 129
PIA-3 85 85 85 85
XPMB-2 249 249(7) 249 249(7)
Separation System (8) 10 10 10 10
SLP-1 63 63 63 63
PSP-1- 13 13 13 13
PSP-2 7 7 7 7
Lower Deck Subtotal (667) (582) (796) (667)
Total MMSE Weight (lb) 417 11084 417 999 417 1,213 1,084
Gross Weight (lb) 1,800 3,850 2,826 J	 4,791 2,278 1	 4,935 4,328
s	 (1) Has beef-up, no adapter,(2) Supports DSP.
(3) Supports FSC(4) Enlarged to 138-in diameter, retains MMSE length (170 in).
(5) Enlarged to 138-in diameter, shortened to 105 in,
(6) Enlarged to 138-in diameter, retains MMSE length (84. 5 in).(7) Supports DSCS-II,(8) Explosive bolts to eject front beam. 1
j
Satellites On IUS Four GPS
Satellite Length [m (in)] 1.83 (' 72)
Satellite Diameter [m (in)] 1.52 °(	 60)
Satellite .
 Weight [kg (lb)] 397 (875)
Total Satellite Weight [kg (lb)] 1,-588 (3500)
MMSE Weight [kg (lb)]
SPMB-1 80.7 (178)
Two SLP-1 57.'2 (126)
Two PIA-2 51.7 ( 114)
Two PSP-1 11.8 (	 26)
Two PSP-2 6.4 (	 14)
Top Deck Subtotal 207.8 (458)
XPLS-2 50.8 (112)
Separation System(l) 4.5 (	 10)
XPMB-2 113.0 (249)
PIA-2 25.9 (	 57)
SLP-1 28.6 (	 63)
PSP-1 5.9 (	 3)
PSP-2 3.2 (	 7)
'Second Deck Subtotal 231.8 (51 1 )
XPLS-2 50.8 (112)
Separation System (l) 4.5 (	 10)
XPMB-2 113.0 (249)
PIA-2 25.9 (	 57)
SLP-L M
_
28.6 (	 63)
PSP-1 5.9 (	 13)
PSP-2 3.2
Third Deck Subtotal 231.8 ( 51.1)
Total MMSE Weight [kg (lb)] 671.3 (1480)
Gross Weight [kg (lb)] 2,259 (4980)
a
t
i
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Table 6-3.	 MMSE Utilization. on_DoD Payloads
4. 5 r (176 in) Diameter Spacer-
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1There is a great deal of wasted space in the payload bay
for the configuration shown in Figure 6-3. In addition, the 2235 kg
(4928 lb) payload weight shown in Figure 6 -3 for this configuration is
very low compared to the capability of the IUS to the GPS destination.
[greater than 4082 kg (9000 lb)]. It is recommended that NASA consider
payload spacers in combination with the side-by-side payload mounting
beam so that three or four side-by -side payload mounting beams could
be configured to fly on the IUS with six or eight payloads. It is also
recommended that NASA consider increasing the number of payloads
accommodated on each side-by-side payload mounting beam so that up
to four payloads could be mounted on one beam.
The sequence of events for deployment of the multiple
payloads on IUS is illustrated below using the FLEETSATCOM (FSC)
and DSCS multiple payload configuration (see Figure 6-2).
1. IUS terminates powered flight in a phasing orbit
at the geosynchronous 24-hour satellite destination.
2. The FSC is deployed by the latch and push-off
-	 mechanism (SLP-I). This action also disconnects 	 a
and separates the payload service plates (PSP-1, -2). d
3. The payload mounting beam (XPMB-2) which supports
FSC is separated by blowing explosive bolts holding
it by the spacer (XPLS-3).
4. The DSCS-II satellite is separated from the payload
mounting beam supporting it by the latch and push-
off mechanism (SLP-1). Again, the payload service
plates between DSCS and the IUS are separated by
this action. The DSCS satellite separation velocity
drives the satellite out through the spacer opening.
a
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Multiple payloads boosted to 24-hour synchronous orbit
for DoD can use the IUS/payload interface equipments if the IUS capability
to synchronous equatorial orbit is 1769 kg (3900 lb) or more. The
following capacities are required:
1. Two DSCS satellites, 1769 to 1951 kg (3900 lb-to
4300 lb)
2. One DSCS plus one FSC, 1951 kg , to 2540 kg ( 4300 lb:
to 5600 lb)
3. ; One DSCS plus one DSP, 2177 kg to 2676 kg (4800 lb
to 5900 lb)
4.
	
	 Two FSC satellites, 2268 kg to 2858 kg (5000 lb
to 6300 lb),
These multiple payload configurations assume the MMSE payload spacer
diameter XPMB-2 has been modified.- Thus, for DoD payloads transitioning
from expendable launch vehicles to the Shuttle/IUS, it is feasible to
use MMSE to standardize the payload/IUS interface.
For carrying multiple GPS payloads on the IUS, the IUS
performance to the GPS orbit will be at least 4082 kg (9000 lb) payload.
Thus the GPS is expected to be compatible with MMSE for launching
up. to four GPS without modification of the MMSE and could be compatible
with MMSE modified as previously discussed in this section-for up to
eight payloads.
The potential operational advantages for IUS configurations
using standardized MMSE interface equipment needs more study:
Potential advantages for this approach include-(1) the flexibility `to	 3
substitute; payloads on a multiple payload configuration,. (2) reduction
in integration costs; and time,, and (3) in the far term, if a upper stage
payload retrieval capability is developed.; . standardizingthe interface
will make it feasible to deploy-one payload.and retrieve another on the 	 )
same interface equipment.
,
d
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r7. SUMMARY OF STUDY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The data bank on which this study was based was extensive
(see reference list, Section 9). Both the systems analysts and the
specialists working on this study were required to familarize them-
selves with the material contained in most of the references as it
pertained to their particular area. Each was required to understand
the definition and use of the MMSE, the satellites to which the equip-
ments were being applied, the STS side of the interface, and the inter-
face equipment needs for each of the satellites studied.
The study was accomplished by carrying out the following
steps.
1. Relate the DoD satellite and interface data available
to the DoD Space Mission Model.
2. The DoD payload interface study data for the Global
Positioning Satellite (GPS), DSCS-II, Defense Support
Program (DSP), FleetSatCom (FSC), Defense Meteoro-
logical Support Program (DMSP), SOSS, and a Radio
Isotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG) were collected
and the data from the reports summarized. Payload
Data Sheets were completed describing each of the
payloads as they were configured for the payload inter-
face studies. There data sheets are on file at The
Aerospace Corporation. The DoD airborne ancillary
equipment needed to support the satellites studied were
listed and briefly described.
None of the reported studies covered launch site or	 j
ground support equipment.
3. MMSE lists were made up containing all the MMSE from
the two catalogs (References '1 and 2). These equip-
ment lists were paired down by eliminating equipments
not recommended by MSFC or KSC for further consid-
eration by NASA.
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4. The NASA launch site MMSE was studied for application
to each of 12 DoD payloads in the Space Mission Model.
5. Each equipment on the on-line or airborne MMSE list was
considered against the on-line interface equipment needs
for each of the DoD satellites.
	 This resulted in a list of
candidate MMSE to be studied for -application to the DoD
payloads.	 For each piece of equipment studied, a MMSE
Data Sheet was completed listing the DoD satellites to
which the equipment was potentially applicable and dis-
cussing the rationale for its use.
6. A conceptual design mass properties and layout analysis
of the payload/IUS interface (MMSE) structure was
accomplished.	 The best combination of MMSE for
supporting multiple payloads on the IUS was derived
_._ using the application rules described on Page 95 of Refer-
ence-15.	 Layouts were made of the three most complex
payload installations on the IUS.
7. A design concept effort of the universal cradle/tilt table
concepts was accomplished.
	 Other orbiter/payload inter-
- face structures, such as platforms and payload support
racks, were also considered.
8. MMSE application studies based on the contractor recom-
mended requirements for each of the DoD satellite
interfaces were accomplished in the following areas:
a.	 Cabling for avionics and power
i b.	 Auxiliary power units
c.	 Fluid lines and purging
d.	 R TG cooling
e.	 Payload shroud.
9. The results obtained for interface equipment application
E to the six DoD satellites studied was extrapolated where
possible to the remaining six satellites studiable in the
DoD Space Mission Model. 	 Where similarity existed
between the six additional satellites and those studied,
similarity was used to access the applicability of each
equipment to the additional satellite.
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l8. RECOMMEND.
The need for additional etiort in the ancillary equipment area
stems from two concerns: (1) the ancillary equipment needs for DoD	 j
payloads are changing, both as a result of DoD guidelines and directives
and as a result of improved definitions of the STS satellite configurations
and the STS itself; (2) NASA is continuing with definition studies and
application analyses to NASA payloads for the MMSE (NASA is expected
to redefine MMSE in several of the areas); and (3) assessment of the
justification for MMSE application to DoD satellites needs to be made
by comparing the use of MMSE with alternate equipment.
i
Since in FY 1976 Martin Marietta will be redefining MMSE
in the following areas which may have application to DoD payloads,
it is recommended that these redefined MMSE be reviewed to find
potential DoD uses:
1. Attitude reference sensors
2. Electrical power equipment
3. Electrical cabling
4. R TG cooling unit
5. Payload shroud
6. Purge system
7. IUS to payload interface structure
8. Orbiter to payload interface structure
9. On-orbit servicing equipment.
The MMSE that is applicable to DoD payloads should then be
f
evaluated by comparing cost, weight, and operational advantages with
E	 alternative approaches.
I	
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